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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years public attention has been directed by the 
media to the lack of student competence in the field of science at 
the secondary school level. This has caused many states to mandate 
an increase in science credits needed for graduation. This increase 
in academic requirements for students has had a negative effect on 
numbers enrolled in vocational programs since students have tended 
to enroll in more science and math courses, according to Strickland 
and Elson (1987). 
Vocational agriculture (Vo Ag) teachers are teaching many 
scientific concepts in various agricultural topics. This is taught 
as an applied science, where practically all major sciences are 
brought together creating a better understanding of their relationships 
to each other. The Oklahoma Core Curriculum was established as a 
standard format in the late 1960's and early 1970's for the development 
of instructional materials for all Oklahoma vocational agriculture 
programs. The Operating Policies of the State Department of Vocational 
Education (1985) states in section 4.8.A: "All teachers are required 
to include the basic core curriculum instructional units as developed 
by the State Department as part of their regular program." With this in 
mind, there was a need to identify the scientific objectives which 
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are included in the required core curriculum for vocational agriculture 
students in Oklahoma. 
Statement of the Problem 
Students may not have the choice of enrolling in vocational 
agriculture due to the increased requirements in science and 
mathematics for high school graduation. This increase in require-
ments has resulted in substitutions for science and mathematics for a 
specified number of units in vocational agriculture. As a result of 
these substitutions, appropriate data on what science concepts are 
available to be taught in vocational agriculture from the core 
curriculum should be gathered. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose ofthis study was to identify the science objectives 
found in the basic core curriculum for vocational agriculture in 
Oklahoma, and ·to compare the Vo Ag objectives to those science 
objectives identified in the Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (SLO) 
(1985), as prescribed for instruction in high schools in Oklahoma. 
Objectives of the Study 
In order to accomplish the goals of this study, the following 
objectives were formed: 
1. To identify the science objectives included in the basic 
core curriculum of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma. 
2. To compare the science objectives found in the vocational 
agriculture program objectives prescribed by the State Board of 
Education through the Suggested Learner Outcomes in science 
guidelines. 
Scope of the Study 
The study included all the objectives in Vo Ag I, II, III, IV, 
and Agriculture Mechanics I as provided teachers in the State of 
Oklahoma. It was necessary to limit those objectives to a selected 
number which were reviewed and identified as containing possible 
science concepts. The selected objectives were identified after 
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a careful review of the Suggested Learner Outcomes booklet and each 
individual objective in each core. Those selected objectives were the 
limited number validated by the select committee of experts. 
Definition of Terms 
Suggested Learner Outcomes (SLO) Booklet in Science: In 1985 the 
Oklahoma State Department of Education produced a standardized booklet 
of stated objectives which teachers and administrators could use to 
build a solid curriculum in science for the students of Oklahoma high 
schools. 
General Science: General Science is a course designed to be 
systematic in general knowledge and includes the following: General 
Physical Science (GSP), General Earth Science (GES), General Life 
Science (GSL), Earth Science (ES), and Physical Science (PS). 
Biology I and II: The science of life in all its manifestations 
and of the origin, structure, reproduction, growth, and development of 
living organisms collectively (Biology I, BI; Biology II, BII). 
Chemistry I and II: The science that treats the structure, 
composition and properties of substances and of their transformations 
(Chemistry I, CHI; Chemistry II, CHII). 
Botany: Science course designed to help students acquire habits 
of critical andcreative thinking about plants (Botany, BT). 
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Zoology: Science course designed to help students acquire habits 
of critical thinking about animals (Zoology, ZO). 
Physiology and Anatomy: Designed to provide a detailed study of 
the structure and function of the human body (Physiology and Anatomy, 
PHA). 
Physics: Designed to provide a basic understanding of the 
physical laws fundamental to all sciences (Physics, PHI). 
Vocational Agricultural Core Curriculum of Oklahoma: Instruc-
tional units provided by the State Department of Vocational Technical 
Education (SDVTE) for standardized objectives to be used throughout 
the state by each teacher in the local program. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview of material 
for the reader which was related to the subject of this study. The 
review of literature in this study was subdivided into three basic 
sections and a summary which included (1) General Vocational Education 
Studies, (2) Similar Secondary Level Studies, and (3) Pertinent 
Secondary Science Studies. 
General Vocational Education Studies 
According to Dyrenfurth (1985), most of the response to his survey 
pointed towards a narrowing of the window of opportunity for students 
to take vocational education. Enrollment has declined from three to 
six percent nationally in vocational classes because of increased 
high school graduation requirements in mathematics, science, foreign 
language, or social science. Another trend was seen with movement 
towards separate requirements for a college preparatory diploma. 
This would limit students to one track systems and would not allow a 
college bound student to take any vocational courses or a vocational 
student to take any college preparatory classes. According to 
Dyrenfurth (1985), it looks as if America's decisionmakers have 
forgotten that one of the cardinal purposes of schooling is to prepare 
students for productive work roles. 
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Myrachek (1984) stated that now was tqe time for vocational 
education to take advantage of its hands-on approach and use it to 
enrich the math and science skills of our nations' technicians. It 
has been repeated by many industry leaders that knowledge of reading, 
writing, math, and science were essential to getting and holding the 
good, sought-after jobs. Myrachek (1984) contended that students 
needed to have theories followed by practical application in the major 
areas they were studying. The What Works (1986) report by the U.S. 
Department of Education found that: "Children learn science best when 
they are able to do experiments, so they can witness 'science in 
action'" (p. 23). This statement agreed with the applied science 
approach vocational agriculture has taken inteaching and supports more 
vocational involvement in science. 
Parks and Henderson (1985) stated that the Carl Perkins Act 
contained 31 words that encouraged strengthening of the academic 
foundations of vocational education. Several ways were indicated as 
to how states could use the funds to enrich their vocational programs 
by teaching the fundamental principles of mathematics and science 
through practical applications. Parks and Henderson (1985) pointed 
out that business and industry had not requested more academic classes 
but that the academic concepts be applied into the vocational program. 
The U.S. Bureau of Census (1986) reported that,~in 1985, 80 percent 
of all people 25 yearsandolder had not finished four years or more of 
college. The concentration on academics or college prep students when 
only 20 percent graduate from four years of college has left 80 
percent of the students following a course that will leave them short 
on the skills needed for employment. 
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According to Truxal (1984), one central problem to the crisis in 
math and science in our secondary schools was the low level of student 
interest in math and science. Instead of adding years to traditional 
courses taught the same way they have been, we must develop an 
educational system that reaches our educational goals. Truxal (1984) 
made the following statement: 
Our vocational education courses are frequently widely 
separated from the math/science courses, and our existing 
science and math courses fail to convey to most students 
the excitement of learning about the increasingly techno-
logical world in which we live and work (p. 24). 
Carr (1984) reported that the Great Oaks Joint Vocational School 
District in Cincinnati, Ohio identified the problem in 1980 through a 
study by an independent research firm. After two years of work, they 
decided their program needed strengthening in mathematics, science, 
communications, andorganizational skills. They also decided that 
these should not be isolated in a theory-based academic program, but 
be integrated into the basic real-life application in specific 
occupational fields. The program's preliminary evaluations indicated 
success andstudents seemed to be getting more understanding and 
application skills in both math and science, according to Carr (1984). 
Similar Secondary Level Studies 
As early as 1962 a study was made at Oklahoma State University 
about scientific concepts taught Oklahoma vocational agriculture 
students. The study by DeVaughn (1962) revealed that the teacher of 
vocational agriculture was teaching scientific concepts extensively in 
many areas of agricultural subjects. Even at this time much emphasis 
was placed on science and. mathematics. DeVaughn (1962) found that 
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vocational agriculture teachers were teaching scientific concepts and 
that vocational agriculture should be recognized as an integrated 
science where all major sciences were brought together and applied. 
A study by Gleim and Warmbrod (1986) of Ohio State University 
showed that vocational agriculture students tested were not more 
proficient at performing simple mathematical operations of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and .. division than they were at solving 
word problems. The study also pointed out that to have higher scores 
students needed to enroll in algebra, geometry and other advanced 
mathematic courses in addition to enrollment in vocational agriculture. 
Gleim and Warmbrod (1986) stated that vocational agriculture must 
include instruction in both cognitive and manual skills that would 
enable learners to develop basic competency in computational skills. 
According to a study by Thomas and Groves (1986), there was a 
difference of opinion between the teachers of vocational agriculture 
and the university departments on what animal science concepts we~e 
necessary for teaching. This Colorado State University study showed 
a lack of unity between what teachers were being prepared for and what 
they perceived that they should have been prepared for in the animal 
science areas. Thomas and Groves (1986) found many scientific 
concepts being used in the animal science areas of vocational 
agriculture. 
Pertinent Secondary Science Studies 
Several states recently completed studies about identification 
of science concepts in vocational agriculture and the relationsnip to 
traditional science courses. These states included North Carolina, 
Texas, Illinois, Missouri, Colorado, and Louisiana. The State of 
Montana finished a similar study while some other states have begun · 
their owa research about science concepts. 
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According to the Administrators Handbook for Elementary, Middle, 
Junior High, and High Schools (1986), the Oklahoma State Board of 
Education adopted a policy which allows the individual school district 
the option to waive a unit of credit in science and a unit of credit 
in mathematics if a student completed six units of credit in 
vocational agriculture. If a student completed_three units of voca-
tional agriculture, one unit of credit may be waived in either math 
or science. Oklahoma was one of the few states that allows this. 
Moss (1984) in his research of Identification of Science Compe-
tencies Taught in Ornamental Horticulture and Introduction to 
Agriculture/Natural Resources in North Carolina identified 101 science 
competencies in these two vocational agriculture programs. Moss found 
that 24 out of the 60 competencies found in Agriculture/Natural 
Resources were identified as similar to competencies taught in high 
school science courses. Six of the 41 competencies in Ornamental 
Horticulture I were found to be directly related to competencies 
taught in Biology and Physical Science, according to Moss (1984). 
Anderson and Boddy (1985) from Colorado State University, with 
their study on The Identification of Science Competencies Included in 
the Curriculum of Secondary Vocational Education Programs, added to the 
studtes to confirm the importance of science competencies in vocational 
agriculture. They found that production agriculture and horticulture 
programs contained significant components of biology, chemistry, and 
physics related skills. In addition, Anderson and Boddy (1985) 
pointed out that increased academic requirements for graduation have 
an adverse effect on enrollments in vocational programs. 
Briers, Dayberry and Reap (1986) conducted a study to determine 
how vocational agriculture in Texas provided opportunities for 
students to develop concepts andskills in mathematics and science. 
A panel of science teachers found that 75 percent of the topics 
taught in vocational agriculture developed concepts and skills in 
science. Briers, Dayberry andReap (1986) study supported the 
earlier research and the popular belief held by many that vocational 
agriculture contained large amounts of science-related instruction. 
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Moss (1987), in his research on Identification of Science Related 
Competencies Taught in Vocational Agriculture Programs in Louisiana, 
found 76 objectives were related to science. Moss concluded that a 
substantial number of science-related objectives included in the basic 
program of vocational agriculture in Louisiana were being taught both 
in Vocational Agriculture I and Vocational Agriculture II with most 
of the objectives occurring for the Environmental Sciences. Moss 
(1987) recommended substitute credit for completion of Vocational 
Agriculture I and Vocational Agriculture II for a science credit. 
Summary 
With the research thus far completed in several ~tates, the 
evidence points towards vocational agriculture as being very strong 
in science competencies. A study completed by the Oklahoma State 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education (Patton and Sawatzky, 
1985) reviewed all of the Suggested Learner Outcome (1985) statements 
and suggested which objectives were needed for success in vocational· 
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courses. The review committee found 59 of 156 of the Suggested 
Learner Outcome (1985) objectives needed for success in vocational 
agriculture with the understanding that these objectives are not 
prerequisites for any student entering vocational agriculture. 
Studies in other states and previously mentioned in this review, found 
a high frequency of scientific competencies in high school science 
classes being applied in vocational agriculture classes. As a result 
of these studies and the study conducted in Oklahoma, the question was 
asked, "What science competencies are incorporated within the 
vocational agriculture curriculum?" It was determined that a specific 
study of the Vo Ag I-IV and Ag Mechanics I core curriculum specific 
objectives and their relationship to learner outcome objectives in 
' 
science should be conducted. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods and pro-
cedures used in conducting this study. To accomplish the objectives 
of the study, the basic curriculum guide for vocational agriculture 
and the basic objectives for science were examined to identify those 
objectives in vocational agriculture that were science-related. 
Science Objectives Studied 
The Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (1985), grades nine 
through 12, was used for identifying the science competencies 
recommended to be taught in high school science programs. The 
Oklahoma State Department of Education established objectives for each 
area of science to be used for the State of Oklahoma. These objectives 
were divided into 11 course areas which were: General Science, Earth 
Science, Physical Science, Biology I, Biology II, Chemistry I~ 
Chemistry II, Botany, Zoology, Physiology and Anatomy, and Physics. 
Each course area was further divided into objectives that were deemed 
necessary by the committee members that developed and validated the 
Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (1985) guidelines. Each objective 
was followed by a descriptive statement helping to define the 
objective. 
After the Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (1985) was studied 
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by the researcher, it was decided to combine some of the course areas 
that were similar. The researcher, certified to teach General Science 
and Biology, and the thesis committee combined some areas together in 
order to simplify the comparison between Vo Ag objectives and the 
State science objectives. General Science was combined with Earth 
Scienceand Physical Science for one component. Biology I and Biology 
II were combined as Biology I and II. Chemistry I and Chemistry II 
were combined as Chemistry I and II. The remaining divisions were 
left as outlined in the SLO booklet. Seven component condensed areas 
were used for the rest of the study. These areas were: 
1. General Science -which includes General Physical Science 
(GPS), General Earth Science (GES), General Life Science (GLS), Earth 
Science (ES), and Physical Science (PS). 
2. Biology I and II - which includes Biology I (BI) and Biology 
II (BII). 
3. Chemistry I and II - which includes Chemistry I (CHI) and 
Chemistry II (CHII). 
4. Botany (BT). 
5. Zoology (ZO) 
6. Physiology and Anatomy (PHA) 
7. Physics (PHI) 
These areas utilized were the concept areas for study and comparison 
with Vocational Agriculture Objectives in Core I through IV and 
Agriculture Mechanics I. 
The Oklahoma Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture I through 
IV and Agriculture Mechanics I (1973-1985) were used as sources for 
-- --
identifying the possible science agriculture objectives used in the 
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state high schools' Vo Ag programs. Since the State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education has required all teachers to include 
the core curriculum in their regular programs, the 1,610 objectives 
included in the Vo Ag Core Curriculum should be available as standard 
throughout the State of Oklahoma. The 1,610 Vo Ag objectives were then 
compared one by one to the state science objectives found in the SLO 
(1985) booklet by the researcher. If it was determined that the Vo Ag 
objective was related to any science objective within the component 
areas as described by the SLO (19'85) booklet, then it was selected as 
a Vo Ag objective for the study. A total of 437 possible Vo Ag 
objectives were selected by the researcher. 
Development of the Instrument 
In order to derive the information needed in meeting the objec-
tives of this study, a survey instrument was developed. The instrument 
was developed using several questionnaires which were a part of 
research reviewed and. detailed in the Rev:iew of Literature chapter. 
Due to the specific needs which were identified as a part of the study 
purpose, the questionnaire was organized so that all selected Vo Ag 
objectives could be .marked as related to the appropriate science 
component area(s) (See Appendix). 
The Vo Ag Core Curriculum Objectives used in the instrument were 
grouped into Vo Ag I, Vo Ag II, Vo Ag III, Vo Ag IV, and Ag Mechanics I 
to facilitate the analysis of data in Chapter IV of the study. After 
the questionnaire was developed, it was reviewed by faculty members of 
the Oklahoma State University Agriculture Education Department to 
determine ±·ts appropr!iateness and utility in gathering the data. 
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Administering the Instrument 
The SLO (1985) booklet validators were suggested as participants 
for the study because of their unique knowledge and involvment with 
the objectives contained within each science area. Each validator of 
the SLO participated in determining the objective and identifying the 
criteria which further defined each objective. Since time and distance 
in traveling to each validator was a factor to the researcher and 
since all the validators were equally involved in the validation of 
the SLO, five validators were selected and called to see if they 
would agree to participate in the study. 
The list of 19 validators was reviewed and five were picked to 
contact based on the distance from'the researcher's home to limit the 
time involved in traveling to deliver the questionnaire. The phone 
numbers of their respective schools were found in a state school 
directory. The school was then called and the validator was told 
about the study, was asked to participate and a meeting was then 
scheduled. Each of the first five validators contacted agreed to 
participate in the study. 
The researcher traveled to meet with each of the validators with 
the questionnaire, a complete set of Vo Ag core curriculum and spent the 
time with each while they rated th~questionnaire to clarify or explain 
the Vo Ag objective. The researcher started each session with 
instructions for filling out the questionnaire. The validators were 
instructed to check each component area that the Vo Ag objective 
relates to using the State Department of Education booklet, Suggested 
Learner Outcomes: Science (1985) of which they were the validators. 
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Validators could check any number of component areas in which they felt 
that area fit into any of the science objectives for each Vo Ag 
objective. They could leave those blank if they did not believe the 
area related to science objectives or that the area was not within 
their area or expertise. The time involved ranged from one and 
one-half to two and one-fourth hours to finish the questionnaire. 
Each validator was allowed to ask questions or to request information 
about objectives in order to clarify content. Validators were allowed 
to check content of any objective to the actual information in the 
core materials in the curriculum. 
Analysis of the Data 
The data were collected from five validators who filled out the 
questionnaire. The data obtained were analyzed and all responses were 
calculated. Descriptive statistics were utilized to explain the 
information and results of the data.collected. 
Validation Process 
Once the validators completed the process of reviewing and 
analyzing the objectives, a detailed analysis was completed to list 
and de~cribe how and in what areas each of the objectives were 
validated. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter deals with the presentat.ion and analysis.of data 
received from the responses of five of the original validators of the 
Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (1985). 
Tables and figures have been used where applicable to facilitate 
presentation of the data accumulated from the survey instrument. 
Table I illustrates the self ratings the validators gave 
themselves when asked to rate themselves on training, education, 
expertise, and teaching experience in each component area. Validators 
were told to rate themselves on a scale of one to 10 with one being 
little training, education, or expertise in the area with a rating of 
10 being expert in the subject area. All of the validators were 
teaching either in high school or college but all felt they were 
weaker in some component area than others. Only one teacher taught 
all of the science areas at the high school level. 
These self evaluations by validators revealed differences in 
their expertise in each of the component areas. In analyzing the 
validators' self assessments in Table I, all the validators felt they 
had high levels of expertise in Biology (9.0), Zoology (8.0), Botany 
(7.6), Physiology and Anatomy (7.6), and General Science (7.4) on the 
average. When each individual validator was considered, they varied 
in the expertise they have in the seven science areas. Each individual 
17 
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TABLE I 
SELF RATING OF EXPERTISE BY VALIDATORS 
Valida tors 
Component Areas #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 Average·Rating 
General Science 7 7 5 8 10 7.4 
Biology I & II 6 9 10 10 10 9.0 
Chemistry I & II 6 4 2 7 8 5.4 
Botany 5 8 8 7 10 7.6 
Zoology 5 9 9 7 10 8.0 
Physiology & Anatomy 4 7 9 8 10 7.6 
Physics 5 2 2 5 5 3.8 
validator had one or more .areas they identified as an area of high 
expertise, seven or above on the scale. Of the seven science areas, 
only one area was low on the expertise level by all five validators, 
that being Physics. Each of the remaining six science areas had one 
or more of the validators rating themselves as eight or above on the 
expertise scale. 
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Table II indicated the component areas that one or more validators 
found to be strong in science objectives were Biology I and II (79), 
Zoology (70), Physiology and Anatomy (68), and General Science (55) 
out of 82 selected Vo Ag objectives. On the other hand, Vo Ag I was 
found to be weak in Physics with only 6.10 percent validation. Vo Ag 
I was found to have a high number of the 82 selected objectives that 
related to the science objectives found in Oklahoma high schools. 
Figure 1 represents the random sample of 10 percent of the 
selected Vo Ag I objectives and how they cross-reference to· each 
science objective validated by the validators. The researcher matched 
the validated Vo Ag I objectives with the indicated component areas 
then went through the SLO (1985) and found the specific objectives that 
related to the Vo Ag objective. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and 
illustrates the validators' validation of Biology I and II, Zoology, 
and Physiology and Anatomy in Table II. 
Table III deals with 159 selected Vo Ag II objectives that were 
presented to the validators for their evaluation. Vo Ag II was found 
to be high in General Science (139) and Biology I and II (136) 
according to one or more of the validators. All the other component 
areas related to the Vo Ag II objectices in moderation except Physics 
with only 17 validations. 
TABLE r:I 
EIGHTY TWO VO AG I SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
Number of Objectives Validated By: 
Component Area LValidator 2 Validators 3. Validators 4.Validators 
--
General 
Science 26 13 13 3 
Biology I & II 32 21 9 15 
Chemistry 
I & II 10 2 2 2 
Botany 6 2 3 
Zoology 10 42 9 9 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 55 10 3 
Physics 3 1 
5 Validators 
2 
1 
7 
1 
. Total Obj~ctives 
Validated 
N % 
55 67.07 
79 96.34 
17 20.73 
18 21.95 
70 85.37 
68 82.92 
5 6.10 
N 
0 
VO AG I 
General Science 
Yo Ag Core Objectives Science Objectives 
002. List major agricultural-----+~ PS.1 The student will 
safety areas. demonstrate safe 
laboratory procedures. 
008. Label the parts of a 
beef animal. 
016. Label wholesale cuts 
of beef with their 
proper names and 
desired percentages 
of total carcass 
yield. ---------1-
037. State procedures for 
catching sheep.------~ 
051. Label the parts of a 
horse. _ ···~ ····~---
067. Match sheep-feeding 
situations to their 
correct thumb rules. 
G$L.3 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of 
animals. 
GSL.2 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of plants. 
' GSL.3 The student will gain 
knoVIledge of the 
characteristics of 
animals. 
,___+-_,. GSL.4 The student will gain 
knowledge of the relation-
ships between living things 
(biotic and abiotic) and 
their environment. 
GSL.6 The student will F,ain 
knowledge of body processes 
and how they interrelate 
to keep a person alive 
and healthy. 
Figure 1. Relationship Between Vo Ag Core Curriculum 
Objectives and Science Objectives in Vo Ag I 
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Biology 
Vo Ag Core Objectives 
List major agricultural [ BI.Z 
safety areas. ------------------------i 
BI.3 
002. 
008. 
016. 
Label the parts of a -----~--r 
beef animal. 
Label wholesale cuts of 
beef with their proper 
names and desired percentages 
of total carcass yield. -------4 
019. Distinguish between selected 
beef-judging terms for 
desirable and undesirable 
traits. -----·---------------4 
023. Label wholesale cuts of 
032. 
033. 
051. 
037. 
pork with their proper names I' 
and desired percentages of 
total carcass yield. 
i 
Label wholesale cuts of ~ 
lamb with their proper names 
and desired percentages of 
total carcass yield. ---·-----t 
Select from a list major 
factors to consider in judging 
breeding sheep. 
Label the parts of a horse. -·-· ----+ 
State procedures for catching 
sheep. 
BI.l 
BI.6 
BI.3 
Label common head markings··----r,__ ___ ~r BI.l 
4. BI.6 
053. 
Science Objectives 
The student will use 
chemicals, scientific tools, 
and equipment in a safe and 
appropriate manner. 
The student will demonstrate 
proper handling and care of 
organisms (plants, animals, 
and protists) and show respect 
for life and property. 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
The student will compare 
major characteristics of 
vertebrates. 
Students will study repro-
duction and development of 
plants and animals. 
The student will demonstrate 
proper handling and care of 
organisms (plants, animals, 
and protists) and show respect 
for life and ·property. 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
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23 
067. Match sheep-feeding situations BI.l The student will use .basic 
to thei' ''''"''thumb 'nle•.~ process skills. 
BI.7 The student will recognize 
that organisms carry on 
metabolic processes to 
maintain life. 
BI.S The student will recognize 
plants as producers of food 
and oxygen. 
BI.9 The student will illustrate 
the movement of materials 
through food chains, food 
webs, and pyramids, 
BII.S The student will identify 
the processes of digestion 
in humans. 
Chemistry I and II 
Vo Ag Core Objectives Science Objectives 
002. List major agricultural-------------------? 
safety areas 
CHI.l The student will demonstrate 
laboratory procedure and safety, 
067. Match sheep-feeding situations -.-----~CHI .3 Mathematical skills will be 
to their correct thumb rules. used by the student to solve 
problems in chemistry. 
Botany 
Vo Ag Core Objectives 
002. List major agricultural ------------------~ 
safety areas. 
Science Objectives 
Introduction-Develop skills with 
laboratory equipment. 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
Zoology 
Vo Ag Core Objectives Science Objectives 
002. List major agricultural 
safety areas. 
------------;>~ Introduction-Further develop skills 
wit~ labo~atory equipment. 
008. Label the parts of a beef 
animal. 
016. Label wholesale cuts of beef 
with their proper names & 
desired percentages of to·tal 
carcass yield. 
019. Distinguish between selected 
beef-judging terms for desir 
and undesirable traits. 
023. Label wholesale cuts of pork 
with their proper names & 
desired percentages of total 
032. 
carcass yield. 
Label wholesale cuts of lamb 
their proper names and desir 
percentages of total carcass 
yield. 
033. Select from a list major fac 
to consider in judging breed 
sheep. 
037. State procedures for catchin 
sheep. 
051. Label the parts of a horse. 
053. Label common head markings. 
able 
with 
ed 
tors 
ing 
g 
067. Match sheep-feeding situations 
to their correct thumb rules. 
: 
·--)- 20.9 The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
Z0.9 The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will-study· 
animal commuuicat~on. 
The student will study 
animal behavior. 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
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Physiology and Anatomy 
Vo Ag Core Objectives Science Objectives 
002. List major agricultural 
safety areas. 
-------------~ Introduction-Background in Biology 
BI.2 and BI.3. 
008. Label the parts of a beef 
animal. 
016. Label wholesale cuts of beef 
with their proper names & 
desired percentages of total 
carcass yield. 
019. Distinguish between selected 
beef-judging terms for desirable 
and undesirable traits. 
023. Label wholesale cuts of pork 
with their proper names & 
desired percentages of total 
carcass yield. 
032. Label wholesale cuts of lamb 
with their proper names and 
desired percentages of total 
carcass yield. 
033. Select from a list major factors 
to consider in judging breeding 
sheep. 
051. Label the parts of a horse. 
053. Label common head markings. 
The student will be able to 
understand basic terminology 
used in physiology and anatomy. 
The student should identify 
structure and function of the 
muscular system. 
037. State procedures for catching sheep.~ PHA.l The student will be able to 
understand basic terminology 
used in physiology and 
anatomy. 
067. Match sheep-feeding situations 
PHA.2 The student will acquire a 
concept that all the body 
systems, organs and tissues 
must interact for survival. 
to their correct thumb rules. -------+--4PHA.l0 The student should know the 
structure and functions of 
the digestive system. 
PHA.ll The student should learn the 
importance of nutrition to 
all life processes and its 
relationship to good health. 
Physics 
Vo-Ag Core Curriculum Objectives 
002. List major agricultural safety 
areas 
Science Objectives 
PHI.2 The student will demonstrate 
safe and appropriate use 
of laboratory techniques 
and equipment 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
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TABLE III 
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY NINE VO AG II SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
Number of Objectives Validated By: 
Component Area 1 Validator 2 Validators 3 Validators 4 Validators 5 Validators 
General 
Science 36 36 30 20 17 
Biology I & II 36 27 21 24 28 
Chemistry 
I & II 40 9 12 1 
Botany 42 10 9 9 24 
Zoology 14 35 15 2 5 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 13 23 11 13 
Physics 11 2 4 
Total Objectives 
Validated 
N % 
139 87.42 
136 85.53 
62 38.99 
94 59.12 
71 44.65 
60 37.74 
17 10.69 
N 
(j\ 
Figure 2 illustrates the randomly selected objectives strong in 
General Science and-Biology when Vo,Ag II objectives were matched to 
the specific science areas. Many of the randomly selected Vo Ag II 
objectives were matched with more than one of the science objectives 
found in the SLO (1985). 
27 
Table IV indicates that out of the 157 Vo Ag III selected objec-
tives for the validators to evaluate, 108 were validated in General 
Science, 120 were validated in Biology I and II, 83 were validated in 
Botany, and 80 were validated in Zoology. Physics with only 22 
validations was the least relevant to Vo Ag III objectives. A look at 
Botany and Zoology component areas showed just over one-half of the 
157 Vo Ag III objectives being validated by the validation committee. 
Figure 3 illustrates that most of the random selected Vo Ag III 
objectives as relating to more than one science objective. Again the 
strong areas of General Science, Biology I and II, Botany, and Zoology 
found in Table IV ended up with the most representation in those 
component areas in relation to Vo Ag III selected objectives. 
Table V deals with the 15 Vo Ag IV objectives selected for the 
committee to validate. The most validation was found in General 
Science and Botany with all 15 or 100 percent validated by the committee. 
Other strong validation derived from Table V was the 14 validations 
out of 15 for Biology I and II and Chemistry I and II or 93 percent. 
This is the only Vo Ag course that 93 percent or more of the selected 
Vo Ag objectives were validated in four component areas to have science 
objectives. 
Figure 4 illustrates that only two of the 15 selected Vo Ag IV 
objectives were randomly selected. The two randomly selected Vo Ag IV 
VO AG II 
General Science 
115. Match categories of 
water erosion to their 
correct definitions. 
The student will gain 
knowledee of properties 
of rocks and minerals 
and changes that occur 
in the earth's surface. 
ES.1 The student will develop 
an understanding of the 
earth. 
ES. 5 The student wi 11 
understand forces acting 
upon the earth. 
ES.6 '!'he student will evaluate 
methods of conserving 
natural resources. 
ES.9 The student will 
recognize the importance 
of weather. 
209. State the b2.sic 
that govern the 
energy system. 
={'SP.5 the or net-
PS.6 
The student will gain 
knowledge of energy 
and investigate its 
forms and changes. 
The student will acquire 
a knowledge of energy 
and investi~ate its forms 
and changes. 
Figure 2. Relat.ionship Between Vo Ag Core Curriculum 
Objectives and Science Objectives in Vo Ag II 
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131. Complete a soil-
classification work-
sheet. 
133. Determine land-
capability classes 
and select land 
treatments. 
H GSE.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the surface 
characteristics of the 
earth and how maps relate 
to them. 
/ GSE.2 The student will gain 
knowledge of properties 
of rocks and minerals 
and changes that occur 
in the earth's surface. 
'----r--~, E S. 1 The student will develop 
an understanding of the 
earth. 
135. Match to their cor-
rect definitions 
terms associated 
with plant growth and 
reproduction. 
154. Evaluate common agri-
cultural plants. 
The student will evaluate 
methods of conserving 
natural resources. 
ES.12 The student will be able 
to identify the major 
minerals and rocks of the 
earth. 
ES.13 The student will develop 
an understanding of 
important cycles. 
-7 GSL.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the continuity 
and diversity of living 
things. 
GSL.2 T~e student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of plants. 
GSL.1 The student wilJ gain 
knowledge of the continui~y 
and diversity of living 
things. 
GSL.2 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of plants. 
'GSL.4 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
relationships between 
living things (biotic and 
abiotic) and their 
environment. 
192. tiJatch types of pestici~e PS.1 
applicators to their 
correct d~scriptions. 
. PS.5 
The student will demon-
strate safe laboratory 
procedures. 
The student will gain a 
knowledge of compound 
formulation, their 
composition, and their 
properties. 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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198. Match major classes of 
animal digestive systems 
to their correct 
definitions. 
199. Identify the major 
parts of the 
digestive systems of 
-nDR" ruminants. 
214. Match to their correct 
definitions terms 
associated with main-
taining animal health. 
219. Select from a list good 
management practices for 
maintaining animal 
health. 
247. Match types of 
oxyacetylene welding 
and brazing flames to 
their correct 
characteristics. 
Figure 2. 
GSL.3 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of animals. 
GSL.6 The student will gain 
knowledge of body processes 
and how they interrelate 
to keep a person alive 
and healthy. 
GSL.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the continuity 
and diversity of living 
things. 
GSL.3 The student will gain 
knowledge of the· 
characteristics of animals. 
GSL.5 The student will gain 
knowledge of the organiza-
tional levels of the 
human body. 
GSL.6 The student will gain 
knowledge of body processes 
and how they interrelate 
to keep a person alive and 
he al:th.Y, 
The student will gain 
knowledge of energy and 
investigate its forms 
and changes. 
PS.1 The student will 
demonstrate safe 
laboratory procedures. 
PS.2 The student will acquire 
a concept of matter as 
related to its classes 
and properties. 
(Continued) 
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222. Select from a list 
factors to consider in 
disinfecting livestock 
facili tie·s. 
GSL.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
continuity and diversity 
of living things. 
GSL.3 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of 
animals. 
GSL.6 The student will gain 
knowledge of body proces~es 
and how tLey interrelate 
to keep a person alive 
and healthy. 
ES.14 The student will be able 
to differentiate practices 
which help or harm our 
environment. 
~------+-~ PS.1 The student will 
237. List types of animal 
health products. 
demonstrate safe 
laboratory procedures. 
PS.2 The student will acquire 
a concept of matter as 
related to its classes 
and properties. 
PS.5 The student will gain 
knowledge of compound 
formulation, their 
composition, and their 
properties. 
GSL.6 The student will gain 
knowledge of body processes 
and how they interrelate 
to keep a person alive 
and healthy. 
+------I-4PS.2 The student wi 1l acquire 
a concept of matter as 
related to its classes 
and properties. 
PS.5 The student will gain 
knowledge of compound 
formulation, their 
composition, and their 
properties. 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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Biology I and II 
135. Match to their correct 
definitions/terms associated 
with plant growth and 
reproduction. 
BI.l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI.6 The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
· BI.7 The student will recognize 
that organisms carry on 
metabolic processes to 
maintain life. 
BI.8 The student will recognize 
plants as producers of food 
and oxygen. 
BI.l7 The student will identify the 
major structures of vascular 
and nonvascular plants. 
1----+-_, BI .18 The student will study the 
process of reproduction in 
several organisms. 
BII.3 The student will recognize 
the major processes in 
photosynthesis. 
BII.4 The student will recognize 
that energy is released 
during cellular respiration. 
32 
Students will study reproduction 
and development of plants and 
animals. 
154. Evaluate common agricultural 
plaac..~-~ 
Figure 2. 
BI.1 
BI.6 
----1 BI.8 
BI.17 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
The student will recognize 
plants as producers of food 
and oxygen. 
The student will identify the 
major structures of vascular 
and nonvascular plants. 
(Continued) 
198. 
199. 
Match major classes of animal 
digestive systems .to their 
correct definitions. ;] 
Identify the major parts of the . 
digestive system of ruminants. 
BI.l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI.6 The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
The student will recognize 
that organisms carry on 
metabolic processes to 
maintain life. 
The student will examine the 
internal structures of 
representative organisms. 
The student will compare 
major characteristics of 
vertebrates. 
The student will identify the 
processes of digestion in 
humans. 
209. State the basic theories that 
govern the net-energy system. 
------------~BI.8 The student will recognize 
plants as producers of food 
and oxygen. 
214. Match to their correct definitions 
terms associated with maintaining 
animal health. 
219. Select from a list good management 
practices for maintaining animal 
health. 
118. Match categories of water 
erosion to their correct 
definitions. -------. 
131. Complete a soil-classification 
worksheet. 
Figure 2. 
BI.1 The student will recognize 
process skills. 
BI.3 The student will demonstrate 
proper handling and care of 
organisms (plant, animals, 
and protists) and show respect 
for life and property. 
The student will observe that 
organisms receive and respond 
to stimuli from the environment. 
The student will identify the 
mechanisms of response in 
organisms. 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will identify 
living and non living things 
in the ecosystem. 
(Continued) 
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Biology I and II 
222. Select from a list factors 
to consider in disinfecting 
livestock facilities 
228B. Take an animal's temperature. 
228C. Give an intramuscular 
injection. 
'Z28E. Administer growth stimulant 
implcnts. 
237. List types of animal health 
products. 
BI~l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI~2 The student will use chemicals 
scientific tools, and equipment 
in a safe and appropr1ate manner. 
~BI.3 The student will demonstrate 
proper handling and care of 
organisms (plants, animals, 
and protists) and show respect 
for life and property. 
BI~19 The student will observe that 
organisms receive and respond 
to stimuli from the environment. 
The student will identify the 
mechanisms of response in 
organisms. 
BI.l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI.3 The student will demonstrate 
proper handling and care of 
organisms (plants, animals, 
and protists) and show respect 
for life and property. 
The student will observe that 
organisms receive and respond 
to stimuli from the environment. 
The student will identify the 
mechanisms of response in 
organisms. 
247. Match types_of ox:yacetylene -CBI.l 
welding and brazing flames to 
their correct characteristics. BI.2 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will use chemicals, 
scientific tools, and equipment' 
in a safe and appropriate 
manner. 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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192. 
198. 
209. 
Chemistry I and II 
Match types of pesticide applicalors HI.l 
to their correct descriptions. 
HI.B 
Match major classes of animal ----)~ CHI.9 
digestive stystems to their 
correct definitions. 
State the basic theories that 
govern the net-energy system, 
--rHI.B 
~HII.4 
The student will demonstrate 
laboratory procedure and 
safety. 
The student will study 
chemical equilibrium. 
The student will gain an 
understanding of the classes 
of matter and their properties. 
The student will study 
chemical equilibrium. 
The student will explore 
energy changes in matter. 
247, Match types of oxyacetylene welding 
and brazing flames to their correct 
characteristics. 
The student will demonstrate 
laboratory procedure and 
safety. 
Mathematical skills will be 
used by the student to solve 
problems in chemistry. 
--7CHI. 9 The student will gain an 
understanding of the classes 
of matter and their properties • 
....._-+-~HI.lO The student will study the 
Figure 2. 
gas laws. 
The student will explore 
energy changes in matter. 
The student will study 
activation energy and catalysis. 
(Continued) 
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Botany 
118. Match categories of water----------~ BT.4 The student will study the 
erosion to their correct needs of plants for·soil 
definitions. and water. 
135. Match to their correct definitions 
terms associated with plant 
BT.2 The student will learn the 
structure and organization 
of seed plants. growth and reproduction. 
Figure 2. 
BT.S The student will learn the 
structure and.functions of 
roots. 
BT.6 The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
stems. 
BT.7 The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. 
~--~~BT.B The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
leaves. 
BT.9 The student will investigate 
the processes of sexual and 
asexual plant reproduction. 
~BT.lO The student will learn about 
plant growth and development. 
BT.ll The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
fruits and seeds. 
(Continued) 
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154. Evaluate common agricultural 
plants. 
~BT.l The student will study the 
history of botany. 
209. 
222. 
228E. 
BT.2 The student will learn the 
structure and organization of 
seed plants. 
BT.4 The student will study the 
needs of plants for soil and 
water. 
~BT.S The student will learn the 
structure and. functions of 
roots. 
~BT.6 The student will learn the 
structure and: functions of 
stems. 
~BT. 7 
BT.8 
rBT.9 
tBT.lO 
fBT.ll 
! 
4BT.l2 
The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. 
The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
leaves. 
The student will investigate 
the processes of sexual and 
asexual plant reproduction. 
The student will learn about 
plant growth and development. 
The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
fruits and seeds. 
The student will study plant 
classifications. 
State the basic theories that -CT.lO 
govern the net-energy system.-----
Select from a list factors to BT.7 
The student will learn about 
plant growth and development. 
The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. consider in disinfecting livestock 
Administer 
implants. 
growth sti=-----{rnulant !7BT .4 
I 
BT.7 
The student will study the 
needs of plants for soil and 
water. 
The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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Zoology 
198. Hatch ujor classes of animal 
digestive systems to their~--------~ 
correct definitions. 
199. Identify the major parts of the 
digestive system of ruminants. ------~~~20.9 
228B. Take an animal's temperature. 
228C. Give an intramuscular injection. -
228E. Administer growth stimulant 
implants. 
209. State the basic theories that 
govern the net-energy system. 
~Z0.9 
4zo.u 
214. Match to their correct 
definitions terms associated 
with maintaining animal 
Z0.9 
health. ----------------~~ 
219. Select from a list good manage-
ment practices for maintaining 
animal health. 
237. List types of animal health 
products. 
Z0.9 
...;.zo.12 
,W.9 
Z0.12 
The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
animal behavior. 
The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
animal behavior. 
The student will study 
use of pesticides and 
insecticides. 
The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
animal communication. 
The student will study 
animal behavior • 
The student will study 
use of pesticides and 
insecticides. 
The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
use of pesticides and 
insecticides. 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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the 
the 
the 
Physiology and Anatomy 
198. Match major classes of animal 
digestive systems to their correct 
definitions. 
199. Identify the major parts of the 
digestive system of ruminants. 
209. State the basic theories that 
govern the net-energy system. 
214. Match to their correct 
definitions terms associated 
with maintaining animal health. 
~PHA.2 The student will acquire a 
concept that all the body 
systems, organs, and tissues 
must interact for survival. 
PHA.lO The student should know the 
structure and functions of 
the digestive system. 
PHA.ll The student should learn the 
importance of nutrition to 
all life processes and its 
relationship to good health. 
219. Select from a list good 
management practices for 
maintaining animal health. 
----)~- PHA.2 The student will acquire a 
concept that all the body 
systems, organs, and tissues 
must interact for survival. 
237. List types of animal health 
products. 
~--~PHA.ll The student should learn the 
importance of nutrition to 
all life processes and its 
relationship to good health. 
228B._ Take an animal's temperature. 
228C. Give an intramuscular injection. 
228E.- Administer growth stimulant 
implants. ------~ 
PHA.l The student will be able to 
understand basic terminology 
used in physiology and anatomy. 
PHA.2 The student will acquire a 
concept that all the body 
systems, organs, and tissues 
must interact for survival. 
Physics 
209. State the basic theories that 
govern the net-energy 
system 
247. Match types of oxyacetylene ~ 
welding and brazing, flames, 
to their correct 
characteristics 
PHI.8 The student will gain an 
understanding and 
describe mathematically 
the conservation of 
energy, matter, and 
momentum 
PHI.9 The student will gain an 
understanding of the 
relationship between work, 
power, and energy 
PHI.l7 The student will investi-
gage the relationsip of 
pressure and temperature 
to the volume of gasses 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
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TABLE IV 
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN VO AG III SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
Number of Objectives Validated By: 
Component Area 1 Validator 2 Validators 3 Validators 4 Validators 5 Validators 
--
General 
Science 44 40 21 3 
Biology I & II 32 34 24 11 19 
Chemistry 
I & II 22 13 9 1 
Botany 4 29 33 12 5 
Zoology 43 18 7 12 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 9 21 17 6 8 
Physics 5 1 2 14 
Total Objectives 
Validated 
N % 
108 68.79 
120 . 76.43 
45 28.66 
83 52.87 
80 50.96 
61 38.85 
22 14.01 
.p. 
0 
VO AG III 
General Science 
395. Name the types of power 
suPpliers. 
399. Calculate the cost of 
operating electrical 
equipment. 
405. Complete a chart on 
conductors, types, and 
uses. 
284. Match terms associated 
with tame pastures to 
the correct definitions. 
259. Match dry, liquid, and 
gas fertilizers to the 
correct descriptions. 
. 
rG GSP. 5 
~PS.6 
The 'student will gain 
knowledge of energy 
and investigate its 
forms and changes. 
The student will acquire 
a knowledge of energy 
and investigate its forms 
and changes. 
The student will gain 
knowledge of the continuity 
and diversity of living 
things. 
The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of plants. 
The student wilJ gain 
knowledge of the 
relationships between 
living things (biotic and 
abiotic) and their 
environment. 
The student will gain 
knowledge of matter as 
related to its phases 
and properties. 
ES.6 The student will evaluate 
methods of conserving 
natural resources. 
~--~ ES.13 The student will develop 
an understanding of 
important cycles. 
PS.2 The student will acquire 
a concept of matter as 
related to its classes 
and Properties. 
PS.5 The student will gain 
a knowledge of compound 
formulation, their 
composi.tion, and their 
properties. 
Figure 3. Relat:t.onshj,p Between Vo Ag Core Curriculum 
·Objectives and Science Objectives iri 
Vo Ag III 
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295. Survey a tame pasture 
to recommend improvement 
practices. 
GSE.2 The student will gain 
knowledee of properties 
of rocks and minerals and 
changes that occur in the 
earth's surface. 
GSL.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the continuity 
and diversity of living 
things. 
GSL.2 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of plants. 
GSL.3 The student will gain 
knowledge of the 
characteristics of animals. 
~------+? GSL.4 The student will gain 
338. Select from a list 
the components of the 
male reproductive 
tract. 
344. Name the primary 
organs of reproduction 
in the male and female. 
356. Name the time when a 
cow ovulates.----------~ 
Figure 3. 
knowledge of the relationships 
between living things 
(biotic and abiotic) and 
their environment. 
_ES.1 The student will develop 
an understanding of the 
earth. 
ES.5 The student will under-
stand forces acting upon 
the earth. 
;)GSL.3 The student will gain 
knowleflge of the 
characteristics of animals. 
GSL.5 The student will gain 
knowledge of the organi-
zational levels of the 
human body. 
GSL.6 The student will gain 
knowledge of body processes 
and how they interrelate 
to keep a person alive 
and healthy. 
(Continued) 
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Biology I and II 
259. Match dry, liquid, and gas 
fertilizers to the correct 
descriptions. 
284. Match terms associated with 
tame pastures to the correct 
definitions. 
295. Survey a tame pasture to 
recommend improvement 
practices. 
338. Select from a list the 
components of the male 
reproductive tract. -------------, 
344. Name the primary organs of 
reproduction in the male and 
female. 
356. Name the time when a cow ovulates 
375. Identify the stages of pregnancy 
when given a reproduction tract 
or an artist's drawing showing 
the stages. 
Figure 3. 
The student will use basic 
process skills. 
The student will use chemicals, 
scientific tools, and equipment 
in a safe and appropriate manner. 
The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
BI.8 The student will recognize 
plants as producers of food and 
oxygen. 
BI.9 The student will illustrate the 
movement of materials through 
food chains, food webs, and 
pyramids. 
The student will identify 
living and nonliving things 
in the ecosystem. 
The student will describe 
methods of conserving our 
.present living resources. 
BI.l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI.2 The student will use chemicals, 
scientific tools, and equipment 
in a safe and appropriate 
manner. 
BI.4 The student will work 
independently and as a member 
of small and large groups 
within the classroom and in 
the appropriate laboratory. 
BI.l The student will use basic 
process skills. 
BI.6 The student will classify 
organisms according to 
similarities and differences. 
The student will study the 
process of reproduction in 
several organisms. 
Students will study reproduction 
and development of plants and 
animals. 
(Continued) 
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Chemistry I and II 
259. Match dry, liquid, and gas 
fertilizers to the correct 
descriptions, 
CHI.l The student will demonstrate 
laboratory procedure and safety. 
Mathematical skills will be 
used by the student to solve 
problems in chemistry. 
CHI.9 The student will gain an 
understanding of the classes 
of matter and their properties. 
The student will study the 
gas laws. 
395. Name the types of power suppliers.~ CHI.l5 The student will become aware 
338. Select from a list the 
components of the male 
reproductive tract. 
Zoology 
344. Name the primary organs of 
reproduction in the male and 
female. 
356. Name the time when a cow 
ovulates. 
375. Identify the stages of preg-
nancy when given a reproduction 
tract or an artist's drawing 
showing the stages. ------~ 
295. Survey a tame pasture to 
recommend improvement practices.----!~ 
of some of the practical 
applications of electrochemistry. 
Z0.9 The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
Z0.9 The student will study 
Chordates/vertebrates. 
The student will study 
animal behavior. 
The student will study the 
use of pesticides and 
insecticides. 
Figure 3. (Continued) 
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Botany 
259. Match dry, liquid, and gas 
fertilizers to the correct 
descriptions. 
284. Match terms associated with tame 
pastures to the correct definitions. 
295. Survey a tame pasture to recommend 
improvement practices. -----; 
..-7-BT.l The student will study the 
history of botany. 
BT.4 The student will study the 
needs of plants for soil and 
water. 
BT.7 The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. 
BT.l The student will study the 
history of botany. 
BT.2 The student will learn the 
structure and organization of 
seed plants. 
BT.4 The student will study the needs 
of plants for soil and water. 
-:>BT .5 The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
roots. 
~BT.6 The student will learn the 
structure and functions of stems. 
The student will learn 
horticultural techniques. 
BT.B The student will learn the 
structure and function of 
leaves. 
BT.9 The student will investigate 
the processes of sexual and 
asexual plant reproduction. 
The student will learn about 
plant growth and development. 
The student will learn the 
structure and functions of 
fruits and seeds. 
The student will study plant 
classifications. 
Figure 3. (Continued) 
Physiology and Anatomy 
338. Select from·a list the components 
of the male reproductive tract. 
344. Name the primary organs of repro-
duction in the male and female. 
356. Name the time when a cow ovulates. 
375. Identify the stages of pregnancy 
when given a reproduction tract or 
an artist's drawing showing the 
stages. 
PHA.l The student will be able to 
understand basic terminology 
used in physiology and anatomy. 
The student should study the 
structure and functions of .the 
reproductive system, reproduction, 
differentation, and embryonic 
development, 
Physics 
395. Name the types of po~er 
supplies 
399. Calculace the cost of operat-
PHI.l3 The student will study 
electrical charges and 
the interactive forces 
between them 
PHI.l4 The student will gain an 
understanding of 
electrical currents 
ing electrical equipment ----+-~PHI.l5 The student will be able 
to describe properties 
permanent magnets, 
electromagnets, and their 
magnetic fields 
405. Complete a chart on conductors, 
types, and uses 
Figure 3. 
PHI.l6 The student will be able 
to diagram and contrast 
simple electrical 
electrical circuits and 
apply Ohm's and Ki 
(Continued) 
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Component Area 1 Validator 
--
General 
Science 
Biology I & II 9 
Chemistry 
I & II 8 
Botany 8 
Zoology 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 
Physics 1 
TABLE V 
FIFTEEN VO AG IV SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
Number of Objectives Validated By: 
2 Validators 3 Validators 4 Validators 
2 7 1 
1 
2 
3 3 
3 
1 
1 
5 Validators 
5 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
3 
Total Objectives 
N & 
15 100.00 
14 93.33 
14 93.33 
15 100.00 
4 26.67 
4 26.67 
5 33.33 
.f:' 
-...! 
VO AG IV 
General Science 
413. Name the three major 
groups of soil 1n 
relation to texture. ----1 
420. Select from a list 
areas from which 
soil samples should 
not be taken. 
GSE.1 The student will gain 
knowledge of the surface 
characteristics of the 
earth and how maps relate 
to them. 
ES.l The student will develop 
an understanding of the 
earth. 
GSE.l The student will gain 
knowledge of the surface 
characteristics of the 
earth and how maps relate 
to them. 
GSE.2 The student will gain 
knowledge of properties 
of rocks and minerals and 
changes that occur in the 
earth's surface. 
ES.1 The student will develop 
an understanding of the 
earth. 
Figure 4. Relationship Between Vo Ag Core Curriculum 
Objectives and Sdence Obje;ctives in 
Vo Ag IV 
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objectives both related to the General Science component area with 
each having two or more science objectives. 
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As illustrated in Table VI the total number of selected objectives 
with science objectives in Agriculture Mechanics I was 24 to be 
evlauated by the validation committee. The science component areas 
that one or more validators found strong in Ag Mechanics I were 
General Science and Physics, both with 100 percent validation. 
Chemistry I and II also rated high with 16 out of 24 validated. Four 
of the component areas had very little relationship to the Ag Mechanics 
I selected objectives. Physics showed a high degree of agreement with 
four and five validators per Ag Mechanics I selected objectives. 
Figure 5 illustrates that General Science, Chemistry I and II, 
and Physics were represented as having high validation science 
objectives in Ag Mechanics I selected objectives as did Table VI. 
Each Ag Mechanics I random selected objective was represented by two 
or more science objectives as found in the SLO (1985). 
Table VII provides a summary of the objectives validated by the 
validators in each science area. Two science areas were found to have 
a high percentage of objectives--80.09 in Biology and 78.03 in 
General Science validated by the committee. The General Science area 
was found to have high levels of validation in Vo Ag I, II, and III. 
It should be noted that 302 of the 341 total objectives validated in 
general science were in Vo Ag I, II and III. 
The area of Biology I and II had the highest percentage (80.09). 
of the objectives validated by the committee. Vo Ag I, II and III had 
the largest total numbers with 335 objectives validated by the 
committee of validators. 
TABLE VI 
TWENTY FOUR AG MECHANICS I SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
Number of Objectives Validated By: 
Component Area 1 Validator 2 Validators 3 Validators 4 Validators 5 Validators 
--
General 
Science 8 1 11 2 2 
Biology I & II 1 
Chemistry 
I & II 14 1 1 
Botany 1 
Zoology 1 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 1 
Physics 2 22 
Total Objectives 
Validated 
N % 
24 100.00 
1 4.17 
16 66 .• 67 
1 4.17 
1 4.17 
1 4.17 
24 100.00 
V1 
0 
AG MECHANICS I 
General Science 
085. Match the means of 
'transporting e·lectrici ty 
to correct descriptions. 
088. State Ohm's law as relate 
to electricity. 
090. Solve problems to 
determine voltage. 
1COc. Wire lighting outlet 
controlled by two three-
way switches. 
GSP.5 The student will gain 
knowledge of energy 
and investigate its 
forms and changes. 
PS.6 The student will acquire 
a knowledge of energy 
and investigate its forms 
and changes. 
Chemistry I and II 
085. Match the means of transporting 
electricity to correct descriptions. 
CHI.7 The student wili interpret 
chemical bonding in terms of 
electrostatic force. 
088. State Ohm's law as related to 
electricity. 
090. Solve problems to determine 
voltage. ---~ 
The student will become 
aware of some of the 
practical applications of 
chemistry. 
The student will gain 
additional knowledge of 
electrochemistry by 
investigating the character-
ics of electrolytes. 
Physics 
085. Match the means of trans-
porting electricity to 
correct descriptions -----1 
088. State Ohm's law as related 
to electricity ------------.-i 
090. Solve problems to determine 
voltage. 
lODe. Wire lighting outlet 
controlled by two three-way 
switches. 
PHI.l3 The student will study 
electrical charges and the 
interactive forces between them. 
PHI.l4 The student will gain an 
understanding of electrical 
currents. 
PHI.l5 The student will be able to 
describe properties permanent 
magnets, electromagnets, and 
their magnetic fields. 
PHI.l6 The student will be able to 
diagram and contrast simple 
electrical circuits and apply 
Ohm's and Ki. 
Figure 5. Relationship Be~ween Vo Ag Core Curriculum 
Objectivea.and S~ience Objectives in 
Ag Mechanics I 
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Component Area 
--
General 
Science 
Biology I & II 
Chemistry 
I & II 
Botany 
Zoology 
Physiology & 
Anatomy 
Physics 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF SCIENCE COMPONENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL 
(VO AG I-IV AND AG MECHANICS I) 
Vo Ag I Vo Ag II Vo Ag III Vo Ag IV Ag·Mechanics I 
N = 82 N = 159 _ N = 157 N = 15 N = 24 
55 139 108 15 24 
79 136 120 14 1 
17 62 45 14 16 
18 94 83 15 1 
70 71 80 4 1 
68 60 61 4 1 
5 17 22 5 24 
Total 
N = 437 % 
341 78.03 
350 80.09 
154 35.24 
211 48.28 
226 51.72 
194 44.39 
73 16.70 
Vl 
N 
The Chemistry area was one of the low validation areas with 35.24 
percent of~ Vo Ag objectives validated. It should be noted that 
Vo Ag II and III accounted for 107 of the 154 validations. 
The Botany area illustrated that it was very close to the middle 
with 48.28 percent validation by the committee. It is of interest 
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that 177 of the 211 validated objectives were found in Vo Ag II and III. 
The area of Zoology was found to have 51.72 percent of the Vo Ag 
objectives validated with the largest concentration found in Vo Ag I, 
II and III. Neither Vo Ag IV or Ag Mechanics related to Zoology'to 
any degree according to the validators. 
The Physiology and Anatomy area was found to have 194 out of 437 
objectives validated or 44.39 percent. Physiology and Anatomy area 
was found to be science concentrated in Vo Ag I, II and III. 
The area of Physics wa,s illustrated as the area with the least 
Vo Ag objectives validated,with 16.70 percent validated. Ag Mechanics I 
was found to be 100 percent validated by We validators in Physics. It 
shouldbe noted that Physics was the area with least expertise of the 
validators according to the self rating, but it was the area of most 
complete agreement with all five validators. 
It should be noted that the data indicated Vo Ag IV and Ag 
Mechanics I were limited in the amounts of science being provided 
throughout the curriculum. Even though limitations were apparent in 
the number of objectives having science concepts the validators, 
validated all of those objectives selected from both curriculums. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study is to identify the science objectives 
found in the basic core curriculum for vocational agriculture in 
Oklahoma, and to compare the vocational agriculture objectives to 
those science objectives identified in the Suggested Learner Outcomes: 
Science (1985), as prescribed for instruction in high schools in 
Oklahoma. 
In order to accomplish the purpose of this study, the following 
objectives were formed: 
1. To identify the science concepts included in the basic core 
curriculum of the vocational agriculture in Oklahoma. 
2. To compare the science concepts found in the vocational 
agriculture program to the science concepts used in high school science 
courses. 
Summary 
Based on the information received from the validators' response to 
the survey instrument, the following findings can be drawnfrom this 
study: 
1. It was found that. all validators in their self assessments 
felt they had high levels of expertise in Biology (9.0), Zoology (8.0), 
Botany (7.6), Physiology and Anatomy (7.6), and General Science (7.4) 
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on the average. 
2. Of the 82 selected Vocational Agriculture I core curriculum 
objectives, the validators validated 79 in Biology I and II, 70 in 
Zoology, 68 in Physiology and Anatomy, and 55 in General Science. 
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3. The findings also revealed that out of 159 selected Vocational 
Agriculture II core curriculum objectives, 139 for General Science and 
136 for Biology I and II were validated. 
4. Out of the 157 selected Vocational Agriculture III core curri-
culum objectives, 120 in Biology I and II, 108 in General Science, 83 
in Botany, and 80 in Zoology were validated. 
5. Vocational Agriculture IV core curriculum wi:th 15selected 
objectives, 15 in General Science and Botany and 14 in Biology I and II 
and Chemistry I and II were validated as science objectives by the 
validators. 
6. Out of the 24 selected Agriculture Mechanics I core curricu-
lum objectives, 24 in General Science and Physics and 16 in Chemistry I 
and II were validated as relating to science objectives in the 
Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science_ (1985). 
7. The findings revealed that 80.09 percent of Vocational 
Agriculture I through IV and Agriculture Mechanics I core curriculum 
selected objectives were validated as science related in Biology I and 
II and 78.03 percent in the General Science component area. 
Conclusions 
From the summary of the responses to the questionnaire by· the 
validators, several conclusions were drawn: 
1. It was concluded that the validators were highly qualified 
both by being selected for the original Suggested Learner Outcomes: 
Science_ (1985) validation committee and according to the self 
assessments of high levels of expertise in the science areas. 
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2. Vocational Agriculture I core curriculum was concluded to be 
highest in science objectives in the Biology I and II, Zoology, 
Physiology and Anatomy, and General Science component areas. 
3. Vocational Agriculture II core curriculum was concluded to 
be the highest in science objectives in the General Science and Biology 
I and II component areas. 
4. Vocational Agriculture III core curriculum was concluded to 
be highest in the science objectives in the Biology I and II, General 
Science, Botany, and Zoology component areas. 
5. Vocational Agriculture IV core curriculum, although limited 
in the number of selected objectives in the study, was highest in the 
science objectives in General Science, Botany, Biology I and II, and 
Chemistry I and II component areas. 
6. It was also concluded that Agricultural Mechanics I core 
curriculum was highest in science objectives in General Science and 
Physics component areas. 
7. From the findings it was concluded that Vocational Agriculture 
I, Vocational Agriculture II and Vocational Agriculture III core 
curriculum were highest in science objectives within certain selected 
component areas. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the findings and conclusions, the following 
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recomiTlendations have been made by the author: 
1. It is recommended that the State Department of Education 
reevaluate the Vocational Agriculture program and subsequent substitu-
ting of units of credit in Science for units of credit in Vocational 
Agriculture I, Vocational Agriculture II and Vocational Agriculture III 
based on the findings of this study. 
2. It is recommended that colleges and universities study the 
possibilities of using Vocational Agriculture credits as meeting 
acceptable science entrance requirements at university and college 
levels, 
Recommendations to Methodology 
1. It is recommended that in future studies that the question-
naire to be used should be taken through a pilot study. 
2. It is recommended that all members of the validation committee 
for the Suggested Learner Outcomes: Science (1985) be members of the 
validation committee on future studies. 
3. It is recommended that a committee should be appointed to 
select the objectives for the study from the Vocational Agriculture Core 
Curriculum of Oklahoma for further studies. 
Recommendations to Further Research 
1. It is recommended that further research be carried out to 
identify the mathematic objectives that are included in the Vocational 
Agriculture Core Curriculum for Oklahoma. 
2. It is recommended that additional research be conducted on 
what science and math objectives are being taught currently in 
Vocational Agriculture courses in the State of Oklahoma. 
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APPENDIX 
5 4 
3 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 2 
3 3 
4 3 
4 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 1 
3 3 
3 2 
2 1 
2 1 
2 
Instructions: Please check each science area the Vo-Ag objective relates 
to referring to the State Department of Education booklet Suggested 
Learner Outcomes in Science Grades 9 - 12. General Science includes 
Physical Science, Earth Science, and Life Science. 
Vc lit; Core: C;Jr::icult...'11 Ob_ico·::ti ves 
5 5 3 3 3 5 DOL Define terms assQCiated with ag~icultural safet;'l. 
2 3 1 1 2 ::l02. List major agricultural safety areas. 
003. 
State safety precautions to observe When operating 
3 3 1 4 general farm machinery and eguiunent. 
4 
State safety precautions to observe when refueling 
- - 2 004. egui~nt 
- 4 
-
3 
State safety precautions to·observe when handling 
- 005. fann animals. 
Match to their correct definitions tenus associated 
3 3 - 006. with beef breeds and selection. 
4 
- -
4 - 007. Identify major breeds of beef cattle. 
3 4 3 - 008. label the !:§Its of a beef animal. 
2 - 009. List factors to consider L~ selecting shaY: animals. 
2 2 2 - 010. List indicators of nuscl ing. 
2 1 - 011. List indicators of finish. 
1 - - 2 2 - 012. La btl types of defectivE: front and rili.C legs. 
Select fran a list cha::acteristics of thE ideal 
2 013. market steer. 
3 3 2 - 014. List desirable characteristics of a co.·:. 
2 3 015. List desirable characteristics of a bull. 
2 2 016. 
label wholesale cuts of beef with their proper 
names & desired percentages of total carcass yield. 
1 
- - 2 017. Define livestock ~-
Match to their correct definitions tenns associ-
2 1 - 018. ated vrith livestock iudgi.nf:. 
62 
63 
., I' .., 
~ cz, t! 
't; ~1:: ~ § 
" 
~ 
~ (/~ ~ C?..., 
.q;: 
~ ~..;>~ to t:: o"" o ..., 
'i? ;; ...,o ..,"' 0' 't! ~ 0 ~~~:.;~ /it:"" (. iS'< Vo A~ Core Curricul"L.r 0Dje:tive:E 
Distinguish between selected beef-jud&inf tenns 
2 
-
1 - - 2 1 - 019. for desirable and undesirable traits. 
Match to their correct definitions t.enns associ-
2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 020. ated vrith swine breeds and selection. 
4 2 4 - - 4 1 - 021. Identify major breeds of swine. 
4 3 4 - - 4 2 - 022. Label the J2arts of a hQg. 
Label wholesale cuts of pork with their proper 
2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 02.3. names & desired ~rcentages of total ~i;J;TCi:l~il j!l!ii:ld 
2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 024. List the two major traits of a market ho~. 
2 1 1 - - 2 1 - 02.5. List characteristics of the ideal market hog. 
1 
Distinguish between selected sw""ine- judging tenns 
1 - - - - - - 026. for desirable and undesirable traits. 
2 1 Match to their correct definitions tenns associate 2 - 1 - - - 027. with shee~ br~~ds aod selection 
d 
4 3 4 - - 4 1 - 028. Identifj! ~jQI 1~ed~ of "beep 
4 2 4 - - 4 2 - Q22. l.ab!;;] the par:ts of a sheep 
2 l 1 2 1 - Select fran a list the characteristics of the - - :030 ideal market lamb. 
2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 011. List desirable characteristics of br~ed~o~ sheep, 
2 1 Label wholesale cuts of lamb ~r.>i th their proper 2 - 1 - - - 032. and desired ~rcentages of total ~ar~a::i" vield. 
names 
2 1 Select fran a list major factors to consider in 2 - 1 - - - :033. jud!jii.~ breedin.s. sheep. 
2 1 2 1 - Select fran a list major factors to consider in - - - 03L,. iudging market lambs. 
2 1 2 1 - Arrange in order tne procedures to follO\,' in hand-- - - 035. ling sheeD f~x i~Jdging. 
2 - 1 - - 2 1 - 036, la:nb that bavr fat List the areas of a cmzerjo0 L 
2 1 2 - - 1 2 - 037. State procedures for catching sheeE· 
2 1 2 - - 1 2 - 036. State procedures for holding sheep. 
2 1 Distinguisl> betweer: selected sheep- judgi.ng tenr.s 2 - 1 - - - 039. for desirable and undesirable traits. 
2 3 1 Match to their correct definitions tenns associat 3 1 - - -
with dairy cattle breeds and selection. 04Q. 
4 1 4 - - 4 - - 041. Identify major breeds of dairy cattle. 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 4 - - 3 
- 2 - - 3 
- 2 
- 2 
1 - - 2 
- 2 
2 - - 2 
2 - - 2 
1 4 - - 4 
4 - - 4 
3 - - 2 
1 - - 2 
- 2 
1 - 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
Vo A&, CorEe Curriculum Objectives 
- 042. Label the parts of a dairv cow. 
Match breeds of dairy cattle to their yearly 
2 - ::::.024:o. -j !.-" ___~p~r~odu~~c.=t=:io~n"-.!a~ve!:e:=r~a::;,g:::.e:::.s!_. -------------
- 044. 
- 045. 
1 046. 
- 047. 
- 048. 
- 049. 
1 
- 050. 
2 
- 051. 
1 
- 057. 
- 053. 
- 054. 
Define dairy judging. 
Match terms associated with dairy cattle judging 
to their correct definitions 
Distinguish between dairy cattle judging terms for 
desirable and undesirable traits. 
List traits classified by the dairy-type evalua-
tion system. 
Select from a list factors to consider in select-
ing dairy cattle. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associated 
with light horse breeds and selection 
Identify breeds of light horses. 
Label the parts of a horse. 
Match types of horses to their correct uses. 
Label cammon head markings. 
Label cammon leg markins:s. 
1 - f:0::.:5:!.:.5:e.:·c____~Ma~tc!:::hc-:---'bod~;2Y:.,=C!:!-o-"'lo~r:.;s~t::,o:......:t"-!h";e""ir~c'-"o,!.!rr~e,.c..=t....:d='e""s"'c'""'r'"""i*p"'t""'io'"'n"'s':'-'.,_ 
~~tch to their correct definitions terms associ-
1 - ~0,:::56~. _...;;a~t~e~d _:WJ~_;_:.;th:!l....!:iu::;d:::.;2.;.:in~>;.:..· -:--:--:-----:--;----,-.,.-~-­
Describe general traits to consider in judging a 
1 - _~eO'd5!...7_,_. --'ha~l'-'to!:e:Ior~c""la~s~s2-'o~f--,--!l-"'ili.ghlltLlh.!'co~r:"'sc<;;e:;,s.._. -:-----:-----
Select from a list specific traits or points to 
1 - ~0~5QS_,_.~l~oo~k~f~o~r~wh~e~n~j~u~d$g.in~g~lui~g~h~r_buo~rus~e~su·--------
1 _ 059. Label cammon conformational faults of feet and legs. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
2 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 060. ated with livestock feedins:. 
4 1 4 1 1 3 3 - 1~0~6::..:1!:.:•:.._.!:Ma~tc~h:.!...!nu~t:!:r;.;!i;s;e.!,!n.;ts~to~...!;t:.;he~ir~c~o..,rr..-..;e;o.c.-t_b¥a~s,..i ... c""""tfw.....,oc._-:':, ,.,· o:"'n,..ci.L. 
Select from a list factor to consider when pur 
2 2 2 1 1 1 
- 1~06~:~ • .__~c~ba~s~ing~~f~e~e~d~ •. ----------------
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 - 'Of,-, I i <;;- i_al ~ tau rPm · rPmPnl<; 
State rules for calculating price per pound of 
2 2 1 12 1 1 1 2 064. Protein in feed. 
64 
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' 
Match types of performance rations to their 2 2 2 2 
-
1 2 - 065. correct definitions. 
2 1 2 1 2 1 ~Btch swine-feeding situations to their correct - - 066. thunb rules. 
2 1 2 1 2 1 Match sheep-feeding situations to their correct - - 067. thunb rules. 
2 1 2 1 - 2 1 -
Match beef-feeding situations to their correct 
068. thunb rules. 
2 1 2 1 2 1 
Match dairy-cattle-feeding situations to their 
- - 069. correct thunb rules. 
Match light-horse-feeding situations to their 2 1 2 1 - 2 1 - 070. correct thunb rules. 
Survey livestock-feeding information in the can-2 2 2 1 - 1 1 - 071. nunitv. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-5 4 5 - 5 - - - 072. ated with :Qlant science. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 073. ated with :Qlant growth classificgtiQn~. 
4 3 4 - 4 - - - 074. List general factors that affect cro:Q ~roduction. 
4 3 3 - 4 - - - 075. Identifv major grain cro~s grown in Oklahoma, 
3 3 3 - 3 - - - 076. List rna ior hay cro:es grown in Oklahana. 
4 2 3 - 4 - - - 077. Match Elant classes to their specific cro:Qs. 
5 2 4 - 5 - - - 078. Label the parts of a grass £lant. 
5 1 3 - 5 - - - 079. Identify common pasture and range Elants. 
5 2 2 - 5 - - - 080. Identify common weeds. 
5 4 4 
-
5 
- - - 08l. Label :earts of a tree. 
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 082. Identify common types of trees. 
Match terms associated with fundamentals of elec-
5 5 - - - - - 5 083. tricity to the QQrrect definitions. 
5 5 2 Is 1 1 2 5 084. Discuss th~ ~l~~tiOD tbeo~ 
Match the means of transporting electricity to 
5 3 - 2 - - 5 085. QQrrect descriptions. 
Distinguish between 115-volt service and 230-vol 
5 3 1 - - 5 086. service 
t 
Match letter designations used in Oht:' s la"' to th 
5 4 - - 5 087. correct terms. 
e 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Vo Ag Cor~ Curriculum Objectives 
- 5 1~ __ 18~8_. __ s_ra __ t_e __ O_hrr_._'_s_l_a_v._·_a_~ __ r_e_l_a_te_d __ t~o __ e_l_ec_t_r_i_c_i_t~y_. ____ __ 
5 Calculate problems using Ohn' s law as related to 
- 1muR~~g~~~w~er~---------------------------
3 - 1 
3 - 1 
3 - 1 
-
5 ~~0~9~0~·--So~l~v~e~·~p~r~o~b~l~em~·~~c~t~o~·~d~e~t=e~rm~lne~·~~v~o~l~ta~ge~·-----------
3 - 1 - - - 5 091. 1 bl d . ~~~--So~~v~e~p~r~o~~em~s_t~o~~e~t=e=~~~~ampe~~r~ao~oe~·~--~-----
Solve problems to determine resistances and 3 
- - - - -
5 092. 1 ~~--w=a~t~ta~g~e~s~·------------------------------------
093. Demonstrate the ability to: 
3 - 1 - 5 a. Use a voltmeter. 
3 - 1 - 5 b. Use an ohmmeter. 
5 3-1---5 
c. Use an arrm2ter. 
5 3-1---5 d. Use a watt meter. 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 - 1 
2 - 1 
4 - 1 
1 - -
1 - -
4 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 -
1 -
- 5 ,O -:.:9!2..:. __ Ma.J,..Ut,.;.c..J,h~t....~e.snn"-"s----"'a"'-ss ..... oc.u..L.iaL..L..Jt ... ei.I.Jd""WJ.~· t_h __ e_l_e_c_t_r_ic_a_l __ WJ.Y_. __ ing __ r_o_ 
1_ the correct definitions 
-
5 p0:..::9:.::5:.:.· __ ~CanD~!:Cl:;e=-'t='e'-"a~c-'-'ha~r=-t"-'o""n-'-"c"'o"'n""'du""c"-t""o"'r'-'s'-',--"tJ.-ype~s"-'-. _.an<l.., ....... u, .se""s..,.. • .._ 
-
5 1;0:..;:9~6:.:.· __ ~N~ame~~f~a~c~t~o~r~s~a:_f~fe=c~t~ing~~V~Ol:_ta~g~e~d~r~op~.~--~-----
-
4 
1 ·C2:9::.''~·--~Ar==r.:cang==.;~:,:e:..__in __ o_r_d_er __ t_h_e __ p_r_oc_e_dur __ e __ r_o __ fo_l_l_c... __ · _in ____ _ ,_ wirin.£'. 
- 5 1 ;0::..:9::;8~·--:..;Ma~-.!:tc~h:.;.' _:e:;.;l!:..:e~c~t;.;:r~i~c~a;;.,l..:s:::c:;:h.!!:ema:::.:;:c;t.::ic=-...:s::..ynl!.!.!!:lbo~l.:::s~tc"-' ..:t:.:.h~e'-"i:.:.r....;!narne==" • 
Distinguish between schematic diagrams and wiring 
-
5 fJ0~9~9~.~£d~iaaggrLam~c~-----------------------------------
- 5 
- 4 
- 5 
- 5 
100. Demonstrate the abilirv to· 
Wire a lighting outlet. controlled by a single pole 
a. SM~tch with a duplex receptacle 
~~re three duplex receptacles using nonmetallic 
b ~""hle 
Wire lighting outlet controlled by two three-way 
c. sv.'itche~ 
d. Wire a range plu~. 
~Btch to their correct definitions terms associ-
- - ,_1!,!0,!,lh..,.,__S;a!.bt~e1!d...:W\'i.Tl.l... twbL<SitE:..Ll.J;;e:L.:CJ..t.l..li DlJiS;._lSiCOl.li..Ll .::CCJOlllD:US;tP=.ID..>IC<J8Cl..t.Li OUDu.....jp.ur...ca.._c_,_t_,_j '-'ce"'s""'-
10?. Define soil 
66 
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label an illustration sh~~ rhe compositlon of 
5 5 1 1 2 - - - 103. an averagt: soil. 
5 5 4 1 3 - - - 104. State the benefits of org&~ic matter in soil. 
5 5 3 1 3 - - - 105. Select frar a list reasons soil is important. 
2 2 
Name factors affecting soil formation in a parti-
5 5 1 - - - ]Qfl mJai Jacaboo 
List physical features of a soil that contrirute 
5 5 1 1 1 - - - lQZ, tQ it~ :t~;:;:IJ.JI:~ I 
5 5 1 1 
Classify major soil-particle groups according to 
- - - - 108. size. 
4 4 - 1 1 -
Match major soil-texture classifications to their 
- - 109. correct soil characteristics. 
Match subdivisions of the soil-texture classifi-
4 4 - 1 1 - - - llO. cations to their correct soil characteristics. 
Match kinds of soil structures to their correct 
4 4 
- 1 1 - - - lll. definitions. 
Match soil colors to the correct soil character-
4 4 - - 1 - - - 112. istics indicated by color. 
4 4 - - - - -
Match the horizons in a soil profile to their 
- 113. correct definitions. 
Match degrees of soil depth to their correct 
5 5 - - - - - - 114. definitions. 
Match degrees of slope to their correct defini-
5 5 - - - - - - 115. tions. 
5 5 1 
-
1 
-
-
- 116. List types of erosion. 
Match degrees of erosion to their correct def ini-
5 5 1 - 1 - - - 117. tions. 
Match categories of water erosion to their correc 5 5 1 - 1 - - - 118. definitions. 
t 
5 5 2 - - - - -
List manage.ent practices that aid in erosion 
119. control. 
Select frm a list v.rind-erosion conservation 
5 5 2 - - - - - 120. j2ractices. 
Match degrees of penneability to their correct 
5 5 1 - - - - - 12l. ~Qbl characteristics, 
Match rates of surface runoff to the correct 
3 3 1 - - - - - 122. definitions. 
t-'..:Jtch la.'1d-capability classes to their correct 
4 4 2 - 1 - - ..: 123. definitions . 
Match land-capability class(es) to their correct 
4 4 1 - - - - - 124, suitahle uses. 
Select fran a list the best land-capability class 
4 4 1 - - - - - 125. IlQSSible for certain soil factors. 
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List types OI recannendec lane treatments applied 
3 3 - - - - - - 126. to land-caEability classes. 
Match types of vegetative practices to the correc 
4 4 2 - 3 - - - 127. land-caoability class(es) each is a22lied to. 
State types of fertilizer applications applied to 
4 3 - 1 1 - - - 128. certain soil types. 
t 
Match factors that may influence land-capability 
5 5 2 - - - - - 129. class to the correct land treatments a££lied to each. 
5 5 - - - - - - 130. Determine degree of erosion. 
4 4 1 - - - - - 131. Canplete a soil-classification worksheet. 
4 4 1 - - - - - 132. Complete a recommended-land-treatment worksheet. 
3 3 1 - - -
Determine land-capability classes and select land 
- - 133. treatments. 
134. Demonstrate the ability to: 
14 4 1 - 1 - - - a. Determine soil texture by feel. 
4 b. Use a slope finder to determine .4 - - - - - - slope. 
5 3 5 5 Match to their correct definitions terms associ-- - - - 135. a ted "'ri th :£l ant g;rowth <.rud reprodJJ c t- i oo I~ Arrange in order the stages in the life cycle of 5 
1: 
5 - 5 - - - 136. Plants. 
5 5 5 Match to their correct descriptions plant classi-- - - - 137. fications ba~~d QO life-c~cle patieLDs 
5 2 3 - 5 - - - Discuss plant classifications based on agricul-I 138. tural JJ.Se. 
5 1 13 - 5 - - - 139. Label the rort ~ Qf a J egJ:rne Match the our basic plant parts to their correct 
5 4 5 - 5 - - - 140. furJCtions. 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 141. NarrE and describe root types. 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 142. Identif~ 2arts of a stern. 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 143. Describe monocot and dicot leaf t~s. 
NarrE and describe dicot leaf-to-stem attachnent 
5 1 5 - 5 - - - 144. j;!attem~. 
Distino~ish between the vascular functions of 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 145. !ili1 QeD and x..'l 1 en: •• 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
5 2 5 - 5 146. ated v.'ith flowers. 
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5 2 5 - 5 - - - 147. Label the parts of a flo.ver. 
Arrange in order the steps in plant sexual repro-
5 2 5 - 5 - - - 148. duct ion (seed Production). 
5 2 5 - 5 - - - 149. 
Match to their correct descriptions plant asexual 
(vegetative! reprodu~tiQD ~thods, 
5 1 4 
- 5 - - - 150. 
Arrange in order the stages in the seed genrJna-
tiQD process. 
Select from a list requirements for good gennina-5 2 3 - 5 - - - 151. tion 
5 2 3 - 5 - - - 152. List factors that cause poor or no germination. 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 153. State and e>."J)lain the formula for 2hotosvnthesis. 
4 1 3 - 4 - - - 154. Evaluate carrnon agricultural :elants. 
5 3 5 - 5 - - - 155. Demonstrate the ability to ~errrJnate seeds. 
4 2 4 4 Match to their correct definitions terms associ-- - - - 156. ated with seeds and seed selection. 
3 2 2 - 3 - - - Match to their correct descriptions carrnonly l5Z. rec:QgDi zed cJ asses of ;>Pdi g:rPPfl seed 
3 11 J - 3 - - - Select fran a list guidelines for selecting high-l 58 qJJal icy seed 
2 11 2 - Discuss weed seed allowances in quality commercial - - - - 159, seed sampl e s. 
11 2 - - 2 - - - 160. Identify commercial seed tag requirements. 
3 11 1 - 3 - - - 161. List critical considerations for stor~ seed. 
4 1 3 - 4 - - - 162. Identify carrnon cro12 seeds. 
3 1 - - 3 - - - l6J. ldentifv seeds of selected noxious weeds. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
3 1 1 - 3 - - - 164. ated with seedbed J2re~ration. 
4 3 2 - 4 - - 165. List the PUIQQSes of tillage. 
Nar!l2 and describe carrnon systans of tillage and 
2 1 - - 1 - - 166. seedbed £reparation. 
3 2 1 2 - - 167. ~l~t .&r;an a li.;;t_ factors to consider in deter-mlnlnC en to tl 1. 
2 1 1 Match carrnon tillage equipment to their correct - - - 168. descriptions and illustrations. 
I 
2 1 - 2 
- - 169. Interpret seed tag analysis information. 
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4 2 3 - 4 - - - 170. Evaluate seed ~inatio~ percentage. 
2 1 - - 1 - - - 171. Detem,ine tilla£:,Eo operations and J2ractices. 
4 1 4 
-
1 2 
-
- 172. Srate the goals of integrated J2SSt rnanag6llent. 
4 3 3 1 3 l - - 173. List major factors affecting crop proc!uctiQD, 
Match major pest-control practices to their 4 3 4 1 2 1 -
- 174. correct descriptions. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-5 4 4 - 4 2 - - 175. ated with croD pests and diseases. 
5 2 3 - 5 - - - 176. State ways weeds hinder cro£ J2roduction. 
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 177. List ways weeds are spread. 
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 178. Select fr= a list rnethcxls of controlling ~ds. 
4 3 l 4 Match classifications of herbicides to their l - - - 179. correct descri:2tion§i, 
5 4 4 - 1 4 - - 180. Label life-cycle stages of m:::>st insects. 
5 4 5 - l 4 1 - 181. State rnethcxls of contra ll Ll'lf' insects. 
I Match classifications of insecticides to their 3 2 3 1 1 2 - - lB2...._ carrect desc-rjptjoos 
4 1 3 l 4 1 
-
- 183. Select froo; a list indications of £lant diseases. 
Match causes of infectious plant diseases to their 5 1 3 1- 4 1- - - 18L.. correct deS£;TiDtiQDi', I 
r 
5 l 3 
-
5 
- - 185. DisCJJsf ms:rbadf r.f coor:m-:]jng plant dj seases 
Discuss factors to consider before using agricul-
3 2 2 3 - 1 - 186, tllra1 ch=icals on cr()ps 
b Discuss factors to consider When selecting and 3 3 2 1 - - 187. obtainins che~ica1s. 
~ List personal protective devices used when hcl~-3 3 rJ 2 l 1 1 188. lins ~sticicies. 
~ 3 ~ ~ 1 - 1 - 189. State treatments for tVDf~ Qf ~~tjcjd~~ e~~,If 
') 12 Select frrn; a list factors to consider in storing 5 ~ 5 l 1 1 190. and diSRQSing of ch611icsal s. 
Match types of pesLicide fonrula':ions to their 
~ l ~ - 191. correct definitlons. 
Match types of pesticide applicators to their p - 192. correct descriQtions. 
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3 2 1 2 - 2 - - 193. Interpret pesticide label information. 
3 - - 3 - 1 - - 194. Calculate pesticide mixture and cost. 
5 3 5 2 - 3 4 - 195. 
MQtgh to tbear correct aerinitions rerms as:;;oci.at 
Y6fn~~~ lgestlon and ~terpret~g nutrltlona 
5 3 4 1 - 3 4 - 196. 
Discuss reasons for studying the digestive pro-
cesses of animals. 
4 3 1 
Match categories of feed to theu correct 
1 - 2 2 - 197. definitions. 
5 1 5 1 3 3 Match major classes of anima} dlgestlve systems t - - 198. their correct definitions. 
0 
5 1 5 - - 3 3 -
Identify the major parts of the digestive system 
199. of runinants. 
5 - 5 1 - 3 3 -
Arrange in order the major steps in the digestive 
200. 2rocess of ruminants. 
4 4 2 1 
Match subdivisions of the nonruminant class to th 
- - - - 201. correct definitions. 
eir 
5 1 5 - - 3 4 
Identify the major parts of the digestive systems 
- 202. of mnruminants. 
5 - 4 - - 3 4 
Arrange ~ order the major steps in the dlgestive 
- 203. )2rocesses of nonruminants. 
2 I 2 1 2 1 Discuss factors measured in determining ration 
1: 
- - 204. fornulations. 
5 5 1 - 2 4 - 205. Match nutrients to their basic functions. 
State sources for the types·of protein found in 
3 - 2 1 1 1 - - 206. ration formulations. 
2 1 
Match to their correct definitions systems used 
2 - 1 2 - - 207. in evaluat~ ration formulations. · 
2 1 1 1 2 
Discuss factors to consider when decidL1g which 
- -
- 208. system to use to evaluate ration forrnJlations. 
5 4 5 1 1 13 3 1 
State the basic theories that govern the net-
ZQ9. ene:r~ ~:l s ts:rn. 
2 1 2 12 1 
State resources needed when applying the net-
- - 210. ener~ system to livestock feeaing. 
4 2 4 2 
Match abbreviations used in the net -energy system 
- fL - 211. to their correct definitions. 
3 1 3 1 ~ 1 State the extent to wh
ich primary energy-level 
- 212. considerations have been detennined b;t s~cies. 
5 1 5 1 p 3 - 213. Interpret nutritional information frorr. tables. 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
4 3 4 2 - 214. s;Jted witb mein:t;<;J.ining animal hea,] th. 
3 3 3 2 - 215. Lit-s. signs of a healthy animal. 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
3 3 -
4 4 -
3 4 -
2 3 -
2 2 -
2 3 
2 4 2 
3 4 2 
2 2 
3 5 -
- 3 
- 3 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
1 2 
1 2 
- 1 
1 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
1 2 
1 5 
Vo Ag Core Curriculum Objectives 
2 - 216. List signs of an unheahhy animal. 
I---,Ma=rc=h:-=c'=arrno==n::-:zf,-::a=nn=-an=]JllC!'-· ::::"'il-:s:=-.:t-::-o--:::-thr:-e::-:J.,-,r--::no-=rma=..,-1-a""'v..,.e_r_a_g_e 
2 - 217. t~rature, pulse rate, and breathing rate. 
l'---"--'---,nrcii-:s?.:c::-:u:-:::s:-:::s,_fa::::c""'t:-;o::::r:-::s:--;ot;::o-:-c::::o:::n~s:-!J.'-::dr::;e:;:r'""'Wfio-i:-e':::n::-"-:dT.e::7v:=:e:::rl'=o=p;:mg:::.;:..:..,a,.-,p""r"'o 
2 - 218. gram for preventing ill health in animals. 1 =..:..:...~Se~l=ec-'t;:.::..:;t.-Jr.£.an..:..:...a~l'-i:J.-':s:::'t"'g-=.:ood:..:;-manag=::::.:=-eme:.....=:.:n-'t=p=r=a=c~t.:;.lc.:..e_s---.f-~o-r 
2 
- 2~1~9~·~ma~in~ta~in~Ing~·~~an~'=irna~l~hea~l~t~h~.-------------------
- 220. 
- 221. 
List major shelter requirements of livestock. 
Match disinfectants ana antiseptics to thelr 
correct uses/descriptions. 
Select fran a list factors to consider in disin-
- - ~22~2~.~~f~e~c~tlng~-~~~17i~v~e~s~toc~k~f~a~c~i~l:it=J.~·e~s~.~-~~---~~ 
Match methods of actnini.stering medicine to their 
3 
- 2c2c3~·~~c~o~rr£ec~t~d~e~s~c~r~ip~t~i~o~n~s~·-~-~=---~--~~ 
!...abel and discuss uses of eql)ij:(llept 1,1sed to admin 
3 1 ,,2,2::!4 ..... _~l-;~$i,;t~e!fr;ternee-~fik-:l~· c_a_t_J._o_n_s_an_d_t_o_rro_o_mt_o_rr_ h_ea_.l_th_c_ar_e __ oo_f 
- 225. 
Label illustrations of injection sites with the 
correct iniection method and description. 
Select fran a list guidelines for proper vaccin-
2 - ~22~6~.~~a~tl~·o~n~o~f~l~i~v~e~s~toc~k~·~--=--~~--~--=~--~-
Select methods, equi]XllE'nt, and locations for aclrnin-
2 - 1,2 ... 2..t.7~._J.S .. . · i>Jt05e._.r...,.ing"'-l&o-'me"""d""'i""c""a'-'t""i"'on"-'-'-. ------------
228. Demonstrate the ability to: 
a. Fill a syringe. 2 -, __________________________________________ _ 
2 _ 1 ___ b_. __ T_ak _ e __ an ___ an_]JllC!_. _  1_'_s __ t_empe ___ r_a_tu __ r_e_. ________________ __ 
c. Give an intrarruscular injection. 2 -, _________________________________________ _ 
2 d. Give a subcutaneous injection. 
-1------------------------------------------
2 _ e. Administer gro.,orh stilrulant implants. 
1-------------------------Match to their correct definitions tenns associ-
4 - ~2~2~9~·~a~t~e~d_Wl~·th~~an~ima~~l~pa~r~as~i~t=e~s~·----------
5 2 4 _ _ 5 4 - 230. Label the life cycle stages of an internal parasitE. 
5 2 5 -
5 2 5 -
5 2 5 -
- 5 
1 5 
1 5 
Label the life cycle stages of an external parasite. 
Match common external parasites to their correct 
descriptions. 
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5 2 4 - - 3 4 - 234. 
5 2 4 - - 2 4 - 235. 
5 2 4 - - 1 4 - 236. 
4 2 2 - - 2 3 - 237. 
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 238. 
2 2 2 1 
-
2 2 - 232. 
3 
1: 
1 3 l 2 2 l 240. 
4 4 1 1 3 3 - 24l. 
4 3 4 1 1 2 3 - 242. 
3 1 l 2 1 2 3 l 243. 
3 l 2 3 l 2 2 l 244. 
I 245. 
2 2 2 2 2 l a. - -
2 - 2 1 - 2 2 l b. 
2 - l l - 2 2 1 c. 
2 - l 1 - 2 2 - d. 
3 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 2i±t 
3 2 l 3 - - - 3 247. 
3 2 1 3 - - - 3 248. 
2 1 1 2 2 249. - - -
2 1 1 1 2 250. - - -
3 1 1 2 - - - 3 251. 
4 1 3 3 3 - - - 252. 
Vc Ag Core Curriculurr1 Objectives 
Match to their correct definitions terms associ-
a ted ~,o;·j th animal diseases. 
Match carman infectiom: diseases to their correct 
descriQtions. 
Match common noninfectious deseases to their 
correct descriotions. 
List types of animal health products. 
List label requirements for animal health product 
Discuss guidelines for using animal health 
Rroducts~ 
List factors to consider When calculating mixes o 
detenninimg dosage levels for animal health Erodu 
Determine prevention and controls for common 
J::~arasi tes. 
Determine treatment and controls for common 
deseases. ' 
lnteroret 
£roduCts. 
information on labels of animal health 
Calculate mixes and dosage levels for animal 
health J2roducl:S. 
Dem:Jnstrate the ability to: 
lise a drench gun. 
Administer worm paster. 
Adrninister a bolus. 
Install insecticide ear tag. 
s. 
r 
cts. 
State safety precautions for handling ox;acetyle ne 
w.e l dj nr- and b:r:azj D'-' eq1 d Im'2IJ' 
Match types of oxyacetylene welding and brazing 
flames to their correct characteristics. 
Distinguish between definitions of oxyacetylene 
weldin£ and o~acetylene brazing. 
List properties of a good weld. 
List factors that determine a good weld. 
Match incorr-ect flame temperatures to their 
effects on the flO\\' of braz;i,ng filler mg:tal. 
Match terms associated ~~th fertilizers to the 
correct definitions. 
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5 3 5 2 4 1 - Select from a list factors that influence the use - 253. of fert:j]jzei:c 
5 2 4 4 
Match the major (primary) plant nutrients to the 
- - - - 254. correct characteristics. 
1 4 5 Match the minor (secondary) plant nutrients to 5 - - - - 255. the correct characteristics. 
5 2 4 1 5 1 1 - 256. Match nutrients to their deficiency SYmQtams. 
Select from a list the information that IIUSt be 
3 3 2 2 2 - - - 257. stamped on fertilizer bags according to state law. 
3 2 2 3 2 
Match types of fertilizer analyses to the correct 
- - - 258. descriQtions. 
3 2 1 3 2 
Match dry, liquid, and gas fertilizers to the 
- - - 259. correct descriQtions. 
4 3 3 3 3 
List the percent nutrient value of specified 
- - - 260. fertilizers. 
Read a pH scale to deterrrdne if the soil is acid, 
5 4 4 5 3 1 1 2 261. neutral, or alkaline. 
5 2 4 3 5 - - - 262. Nar!E wa~s liming benefits nlant growth. 
3 2 2 2 3 - - - Classify plants according to the most desirable 2fi3 gH scale Iange 
3 1 1 3 2 - - 1 
alculate problems comparing the cost per pound 
264. of nitiOg!m. 
3 1 3 2 1 
Calculate problems deterrrining application rates 
- - - 265. Qf f~x:tili~rs. 
3 - 2 - 3 - - - 266. Collect plants with fertilizer deficienc;i.~s. 
3 - 2 3 2 - - 1 267. 
~culate num~r of ~s of ~c~l nitrg¥~¥· l?o;r;~£~~~, 01~£~? smn available from r erent 
3 - 2 1 2 - - - 268. Make fertilizer recarrnendations. 
4 3 2 1 3 - - - 269. Ccxuplete a soil analysis form. 
Match tenns associated vd.th rangeland to the 
3 2 3 - 2 - - - 270. correct definitions. 
Select fran a list factors tiEt affect forage 
3 2 3 1 2 - - - 271. growth. 
Select from a list practices to foll(IV.' in order t 
2 2 2 
-
1 - - - 272. better utili~~ ~Ia~iD~ of IaoaeJand 
0 
3 2 3 - 3 - - - 273. Select from a list QrinciQles of IaDg~ ~nagement. 
2 2 2 - - 1 1 - 274. 
Di~cuss ~ a short paragraph the meaning of 
ammal 1m1 t 
2 2 2 2 1 1 
Distinguish between grasses according to their 
- - 275. nalatabilitv. 
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4 1 1 4 
Complete a chart listing characteristics of 
- - - - 276. native grasses. 
2 - 2 - 2 - - - 277. Select fran a list ways to prevent over~razin~. 
Match the grazing syst6Ils to the correct 
2 - l - 2 1 - - 278. descri]2tions. 
2 1 1 2 
Match kinds of range sites to the correct 
- - - - 279 dgs~;:rij2t;ion§. 
Match degrees of pasture utilization to the 
2 - 1 - 2 l - - 280. correct descriJ2tions. 
2 - 1 - 2 l - - 281. Match range conditions to the correct gescrij2tions 
4 l 2 - 4 - - - 282. ldentif~ collected rangeland ]2lants. 
Survey a native rangeland to determine kind of 
site, degree of utilization, and range condition 
and to reccmnend control pract1.ces ror improving 
283. 2 l 2 - 2 - - - the productivity of the r~e. 
Match tenns associated wit tame pastures to the 
2 2 2 - 2 - - - 284. correct definitions. 
2 l 1 - 2 - - - 285. Select fran a list advantages of tame pastures. 
Select fran a list steps to follow in preparing 
2 1 2 
-
2 - - - 286. the ideal seedbed for J2asturg ~IQvement. 
Match alternative tame pasture plants with vari-
2 1 2 - 2 - - - 287. eties of each. 
Match the starter fertilizers to the types of pas-
2 l 2 2 2 - - - 286. tun; pl aotro on whicb the;:~ sboJJJ d 1-lf' app]jed 
Select fran a list the proper fertilizer to use 
2 1 2 2 2 - - - 289. in tQQ gressinE tame ~~~tur~ ~l~t~. 
Match methcxls of weed and brush control wi.th the 
3 1 2 2 3 - - - 290. correct descriotions. 
Select fran a list advantages of renovating 
3 l 2 2 2 1 - - 291. J2astureJand. 
Select methcxls w follov: in order to increase 
3 1 1 2 3 1 - - 292. J2roduction o~ forage growth. 
Match herbicides to the type of weeds and brush 
4 1 1 3 4 1 - - ')Q'J controlled bv each. 1-./..J• 
L1.st runc~l~s or th~ coun~.A8rt~E9r?1 S~blll-
2 2 l l 2 1 - - 294. zatl.Orl ra nservatl.OD Se lC ' lTI re atwn to thE: nnw~ o~ra'"JQD . 
Survey a tame pasture to reccmnend improvement 
3 2 3 - 3 1 - - 22~. practice~. 
4 2 3 - 4 - - - 296. Survey a native rangeland. 
Calculate the cost of establishing a tame pasture 
2 2 1 1 2 1 - 1 297. program. 
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3 3 3 2 3 Match terms associated Wl.th la-wn care to the - - - 29~. J;;m::re<::r ds;:finitiQD'i, 
Select f:rm, a list careers atcsociated with lawn 4 3 2 1 4 - - - ~9~. J;;<l,J:f:, 
3 2 2 - 3 - - - 300. fv'.atch t~s Qf gra~:;,~:;, tQ grCMir:J~ cmracter:istics. 
3 2 2 1 3 - - - Match types of grasses to the proper tilre to 301. fertilize a la~. 
3 2 1 2 2 - - 1 302. ldentif~ methods of aE£lying lawn fertilizers. 
3 l l l 3 Match types of grasses to the correct rn:JWing - - - 305. h~ights. 
3 1 3 1 3 Select fran a list conditions that determine - - - 304. and frequencv of wateri.ng a lav.n. 
3 1 2 2 3 - - - 305. Match lawn problems to the correct control method s. 
3 1 2 2 3 - - - Survey a lawn to determine type of grass, ferti-3Q6. lizer needs, 'deed cootro], anrl TTYYWi ng bei gbt 
3 2 3 1 3 - - - Match terms associated with gardening to the 307. correct definitions. 
3 2 3 l 3 - - Select fran a list factors tc consider in select-- 308. inga gard~n site. 
3 3 3 1 3 - - - Name reasons for planning and ~aying out a garden 309. on oooer. l 
3 3 3 1 3 - - - 310. Select frm. a list characteristics of good seed. 
4 3 4 4 Select fran a list reasons for transplanting - - - - 311. vegetables. 
13 1 2 3 
Select frm. a list vegetables Which are noDTally 
- - - - 312. trans2lanted. 
3 1 l 3 D1 s tlngcns h beD,een advantage~ of carrnercial - - - - 313. versus home-grown transolam:.s. 
3 1 1 3 - Select fran a list cmmn structures used to - - - 314. grow J:!lants. 
3 - 3 - 3 - - - 315. Match vegetables to common rlanting dates. 
Match types of pests to the correct methods of 
3 - 2 l 3 - - - 316. control. 
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 317. Select~ a list benefit~ Qf w~l~es. 
5 3 4 - 5 - - - 318. Name materials that can be used as rrulches. 
Select fran a list the steps needed in preparing 
4 2 1 1 3 - - - 319. the soil for planting 
3 l 2 l 3 - - - 320. Name methods of irrigation to use in the garden. 
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3 1 2 3 
Select fran a list items which can be used as 
- -
- - 3?i ~aotaioeif jo s rniojgardeo. 
3 1 1 - 3 - - -
Name vegetatles which may be grown in a mini-
3'Y; garden. '-~· 
4 3 4 4 
Demonstrate the ability to germinate vegetable 
- - - - 323. seed. 
3 3 3 2 
~~tch terms associated with selecting and breedin 
- - - - 324. livestock to the correct definitions. 
g 
5 4 5 4 4 4 Select fran a list hereditary characteristics - - 325. that are determined by genes. 
4 2 4 2 3 2 Match the types of livestocK to the correct num-- - 326. ber of chranoscme _pairs. 
5 1 5 - 2 4 3 - 327. 
Discuss in a short paragraph ho~ the genetic make 
U£ of an animal is determined. 
5 2 5 - 4 4 3 - 328. Distinguish between dominant and recessive genes. 
5 1 5 - 4 4 3 - Distinguish between simple gene inheritance and 329. rnulti~le gene inheritance. 
5 - 5 - 3 3 3 - Name the color inheritance of the offsoring when 330. given the mating combinations. 
5 2 5 3 3 4 
Discuss in a short paragraph hov-• the sex of the 
- - 331, Qffs~ing is determined. 
3 1 3 - 1 2 1 - 332. !Rfine dwarfism as it relates to livestock breed' mg. 
3 3 2 1 
Distinguish between perforuance testing and 
- - - - 333. 12rogeny testine;. 
3 - 3 - - 2 - -
Match the different systems of breeding livestock 
334. to the correct definitions. 
5 1 5 - 2 3 3 -
Draw a diagrarr, shov-rU1g the inheritance of horns 
335. in cattle for the F and F~ generations. 
336. EstUrate all pqssibte ~· combL~tions when given 5 1 5 - 3 3 3 - the matings and using he checkerboard J2roce ure. 
Match terms associated ~~th the reproductive org ans 
5 2 5 - - 4 4 - 337. of fam animals to the correct definitions. 
Select frar a list the canponents of the male 
5 2 5 - - 4 5 - 338. re}2roductive tract. 
Select from a list the main functions of the 
5 - 5 - - 3 5 - 339. ej2;i.Q;i.Q)'!!li§, 
Match male reproductive organs to the correct 
5 2 5 - - 4 5 - 340. functions. 
5 2 5 - - 4 
Identify the parts of the reproductive tract of 
4 - 141 R f'(YW. 
5 2 5 - - 4 5 
Match the parts of the female reproductive tract 
- 3~? to the co:o:ecl- f:JJoctjons 
Select from a list two honnones produced by the 
5 1 5 - 4 5 - 343. ovaries. 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 5 -
3 -
- 3 -
- 3 -
3 -
2 
2 -
5 -
2 -
3 -
1 
2 -
2 -
2 -
- 1 
2 4 -
1 4 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 2 
- 1 
- 1 
- 3 
- 1 
- 2 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 2 
- 1 
Vo Ag Core Curricul~ Objectives 
Name the primary organs of reproduction in the 
5 
- 1.3~4b~'w·--~mri~lP~a~n~d~f~em~~~-~Jc~.~--~~~--~~~~~--~--­
Match terms associated ~~th artificial insemina-
3 - 1 .3""4._5,_,.~-::t...,:i ':"on..._t...,o"-;-'t_.h ... e_· ,.c,.o'!"rr~e,.,c~t---;-d.,e""f""in~it""~"'· o"'n ... s'-''---;:---"7"---~-
3 _ Select from a list the advantages of using arti-
346, ficial insemination. 
Select from a list the disadvantages of using 
3 
- 1 .3..c4"-'7Lo·~.<lau..r ... t. .,:i .~,.fl...,· c_i"'a'-'1'-"in"""'s':"em"'w""· .... a._.t..,.i.,.ou:n .... ---~,..----:-::-:-"7"7"'7"'-
3 _ Name sources of semen for use in artificial insem 
348. ination. 
4 _ List the characteristics of semen such as color, 
349. vo11me, pH, and sperm cell concentration, 
Select from a list factors that influence volume 
3 
- 350. of semen produced. 
5 _ 1 "3""5"'1'"''---'~"'~'"':n""~""~""i'"'fy,_. _th __ e_pa_r_t_s_o_f_a_s_pe_nn_c_e_l_l_whe_n_g_i_ven __ a_ 
3 
- "'3"'5""2"'. --'Name==-...:type:Lt:=s--'o"'f'--"a""b"'no=rma=l"'-'s'-'pe=nn"""-. ---------------
3 - 1 .3~5~3~-~~Di~·~s~cu_s_s __ t_h_e __ s_i~gn_s __ o~f __ e_s_t_ru_s~in~~c_aw_s_. __________ _ 
2 State which sign of estrus is the IIDSt important 
- 1 .3~54~-~~i~n~r~eg~a~r~d~t~o~t~Jme~~o~f'-"j~n~s~emwl.u·na~r~j~o~n .... ____________ _ 
2 -
2 -
2 -
355. Match farm animals to their normal estrus cycles. 
Mat~n the perc~ntage of pr~gnanci~s.e~cted to the nu:n~;>er ot !;erv:ces ~nen usmg artlt~clll.l mseml-360. nat'OP Jn catt!e 
5 2 5 - 1 4 5 - 361. Select from a list functions of the ovary. 
3 2 - 2 3 -
2 - 1 2 -
2 - 1 2 -
2 - 1 2 -
2 - 1 2 -
362. 
363. 
364. 
365. 
366. 
Name functions of the mucous fluid. 
Name reasons why cattle do not settle. 
Match methods of thawing saren to the correct 
procedures. 
Identify equipment necessary for artificial 
insw~tion. Identi errors in insemwating a caw with relation-
ship to t."Je misplacement of the inseminating tube 
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2 - 1 - - 1 2 
2 - 1 - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
5 2 5 - - 4 4 
2 - - - - 1 2 
4 - 3 - - 1 3 
2 - - - - 1 2 
1 - - - - 1 -
2 - - - - 1 2 
2 - - - - 1 2 
1 - - - - - 1 
1 - - - - - 1 
2 - 1 - - 2 1 
2 - 1 - - 2 -
2 1 1 - - 1 -
2 1 1 - - 1 -
2 1 1 - - 2 -
2 1 1 - - 1 -
- 367. 
- 368. 
369. 
- a. 
- b. 
- 370. 
- 371. 
- 372. 
- 373. 
-
'U4 
- 375. 
- 376 
- 377. 
- 378. 
-
379. 
- 380. 
- 381. 
- 382. 
- 383. 
- 3B4. 
- 385. 
-
386. 
-
387. 
Vo A6 Core Curriculum Objectives 
Examine semen for mobility .n:l abnonnalities. 
Identify points in time on an estrus cycle chart. 
Demonstrate the ability to: 
Place lnSemlnat~ tube and dye lnto reprOdUctive 
tract acquired from slaughterhouse. 
Inseminate a cow. 
Match terms associated with fertility and preg-
nancy testing to the correct definitlons. 
Select from a list advantages of pregnancy 
testing. 
Select from a list advantages of fertility testing 
bulls. 
Identify the parts of a r:nls reproductive tract. 
State in writing the most difficult stage of preg-
nancy to detect when nsjn0 the rectal examination. 
Discuss in a short paragrl'iph why the left hand and fi?i ,PQ8~ry, used m rectal examinations of caws 
Select rom a list causes of sterility and delayed 
breeding in h1J1s 
~atch grades of semen to visual characteristics. 
DeJronst;rate the ability tQ pregnancy test a CCTv>' by 
usmg tne rectal exarrn..nanon. 
l".atch terms associated with market grades and 
classes of livestock to tbe correct definitions, 
List factors that determine market classes of 
cattle. 
Select from a list factors that should be consid-
ered in selecting feeder cattle. 
Match approximate age ranges for cattle to the 
correct definitions, 
Identify slaughter grades of cattle. 
Identify the feeder grades of cattle. 
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2 1 1 - - 2 - - Select fran a list factors that determine market 38El. dass~c; of sbee);l. 
2 1 1 - - 2 - - 38G 
Match age groups of sheep to the correct defini-
tions 
2 - - - - 2 - - 3'1C. Identify the market grades of slaughter lambs. 
2 - 1 - - 2 - - Select fran a list factors that determine market 39l classes of ~ne. 
4 4 - 2 - - - 4 Match terms associated with fundamentals of elec-32;>. tii~itv to tb~ ~QII~~t d~fiDjtiQDs, 
5 3 - l - - - 5 393 
DistL~guish betweeri single-phase and three-phase 
DOWe: 
5 3 - - - - - 5 Match the means of transporting electricity to th 32ft coiiect descijptjons. 
e 
4 2 - 1 - - - 4 395. Name the types of po..1er suppliers. 
5 2 - l - - - 5 Match letter designations used in Chn's law to 396. the correct terms. 
5 3 - - - - - 5 397. State Ol:nl' s law as related to electrici£Y. 
5 3 - - - - - 5 Calculate problems using Ohm's law as related to 328. pc:&ei. 
5 2 - 1- - - - 5 399 Calculate the cost of operating electrical equip-rrent. 
5 3 5 400. Solve problems to determine voltage. - - - - -
5 3 - - - - - 5 401. Solve problems to determine amperage. 
Solve problems to determine resistance and 
5 3 - - - - - 5 402. wattage. 
5 3 - - - - - 5 403. Demonstrate the abilitv to use a voltrreter. 
' ~latch terms associated ~~th electrical wiring to 5 2 - - - - - 5 f.!Ot.. !be co:n::ect- defjojtjooc:: 
5 1 - - - - 5 405. Complete a chart on conductors, types, and uses. 
5 2 - 1 - - 5 406. Name factors affecting voltage drop. 
5 1 - 5 407. Arrange in order the procedure to folla.. in ~~r · -
~ Match terms and defin
itions associated wi.th 
5 5 5 4 14 5 5 408. careers. Select fran a list the advantages of selecting a 
5 5 ~ ~ 4 14 5 4 409. career. 
5 5 Is 5 5 5 5 5 410. List the important points in choosing a career. 
~ 
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4 4 4 5 
Select a career and obtain information pertain-
5 5 5 5 411. int to the selected career. 
Ma ch the dlfferent varlatlons of permeablll~·. 
3 2 - 1 2 - - 1 412. ~~~ae6!?~1o~rgg~g~ct~s¥Y~fagr ~ff with 
5 5 2 1 1 Name the three major groups of soil in relation - - - fl13. to textm:e 
4 4 1 1 
Discuss in a short paragraph the means of deter-
- - - - 414. mining soil te~tui~ b~ tQU~b. 
Name the proper fertilizer and soil amendments 
3 2 1 1 2 - - - 415. When given the deficienc1. 
Match terms associated with soil testing with 
3 3 1 1 1 - - - 416. the ~roper definitions. 
3 3 1 2 2 - - - 417. Explain in writing reasons for testing soil. 
Select fran a list major itens for Which soils 
3 3 1 1 1 - - - 418. are tested. 
3 3 1 1 1 
Select the procedure for collecting representa-
- - - 419. tive SQil Sa~IJI2les fl::w a gj:lle!J fjeld 
3 3 1 1 1- Select fran a list areas fran Which soil samples - - - fl20 sbolll d Dol: ~ :t:a~eiJ 
Nm l§i'fs o ffi ormati~g· t11ft should ~ ~ffitte 3 3 1 1 1 - - - 421. Wl sol s~: eh -~ or er or proper er l l..Zer d 
Dern::mstrate the ability to secure a soil sample 
3 3 1 2 1 - - - 'fl22. a!Jd :PI~":pare H for maj l j Dg m: pnx:essj!Jg 
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